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Cardiac arrhythmias are a major source of morbidity, mortality, and healthcare

cost in the United States. Arrhythmias are inherently multi-scale phenomena where

cellular and subcellular abnormalities result in pathological impulse propagation.

The failure of clinical therapies to sufficiently prevent or terminate arrhythmias is

due, in part, to a lack of understanding of the underlying mechanisms. Integrating

experimental results across spatial and temporal scales using computation modeling

presents an important paradigm for investigating arrhythmia mechanisms. In this
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dissertation, computational modeling and experimental data at the subcellular, cellular,

and tissue scales are used together to gain insight in to mechanisms of arrhythmias

for clinically relevant cardiac diseases.

On the cellular and subcellular scale, the ability of caveolin-3 to modulate

action potential duration through ion channel regulation was investigated using action

potential models to interpreting ion channel data. Two examples are presented

in Chapter 2. In the first example, a mouse ventricular action potential model

is able to link changes in KV4.3 channel expression to observed QT shortening

from the electrocardiogram of caveolin-3-overexpressing mice. The second example

parameterizes ionic currents in a human ventricular action potential model with patch

clamp data from ion channels co-expressed with Long QT Syndrome causing mutations

in caveolin-3. The results identify slowed calcium-dependent inactivation of the L-type

calcium channel as an potentially arrhythmogenic mechanisms.

Integrating the subcellular, cellular, and tissue scales for multi-scale cardiac

electrophysiology modeling presents numerical, computational, and physiological

challenges. Chapter 3 examines these numerical challenges and presents a new high

order finite element method to potentially reduce computational expense. This multi-

scale electrophysiology solver is used to investigate the behavior of electrical rotors in

the human atria in Chapter 4. Specifically, discontinuities in the fiber architecture of

the right atria are shown to anchor rotors.

Transgenic mouse models present a unique ability investigate genome effects

on the tissue scale. The final two chapters provide literature reviews aimed towards

future work investigating triggered arrhythmia mechanisms. Chapter 5 reviews the

mechanisms of CaMKII mediated afterdepolarization in cardiac disease. Finally,

xv



Chapter 6 provides a detailed methodological review of Langendorff perfusion and

optical mapping of ex-vivo transgenic mouse hearts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The heart is a pump tasked with supplying oxygenated blood throughout the

body to meet metabolic demand. The highly coordinated pumping motion required to

efficiently eject blood necessitates a sophisticated control system. Analogous to many

modern mechanical pumps, control of the heart’s pumping function is accomplished

electrically. The electrical activity of the heart emerges from the excitability of

cardiomyocytes and the connections between adjoining myocytes at low resistant gap

junctions to form a functional syncytium.

Abnormal electrical activity in the heart, a medical condition called cardiac

arrhythmia, is a major source of morbidity, mortality, and healthcare cost. Sudden

cardiac death, frequently attributed to lethal ventricular arrhythmias, is responsible

for approximately 300,000 deaths per year in the United States [KFP+11]. The most

prevalent clinical arrhythmia, atrial fibrillation, affects over 3 million patients in

the United States predisposing them to stroke and costing the healthcare system

approximately $6 billion [KJC+11]. The burden of cardiac arrhythmias falls not only

on elderly patient with predictive co-morbidities (e.g., heart failure and/or myocardial

1
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infarction) but also on younger patients with congenital arrhythmogenic diseases

(e.g., long QT syndrome, catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia, and

Brugada syndrome). Current therapies to control or terminate arrhythmias, including

pharmacological, medical device, and surgical interventions, have failed to adequately

reduce morbidity and mortality. This is due to a combination of ineffective therapies

and poor patient identification. A better understanding of the mechanisms underlying

cardiac arrhythmias could help in the development of new therapies to reduce patient

suffering and lower healthcare costs.

1.1 Fundamentals of cardiac electrophysiology

Cardiac electrophysiology is a complex physiological process that spans orders

of magnitude in spatial and temporal scale. Cardiomyoctes are excitable cells, and

the cardiac action potential forms the basis for the electrical activation of the heart.

Excitability emerges from the nonlinear interactions of subcellular processes, and

action potential propagation on the tissue scale is a result of current flow between

neighboring myocytes. Understanding this hierarchy of spatial scales (i.e., subcellular,

cellular, and tissue) and how the scales are interdependent is necessary for a better

understanding of arrhythmia mechanisms.

Cardiac ion channels

Ion channels are membrane-bound pore-forming proteins that are highly se-

lective for specific ionic species. The opening and closing of channels to allow ions

to pass across the membrane is known as channel gating. Many important cardiac

ion channels (e.g., the fast sodium current, the L-type calcium channel, and nu-
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merous potassium channels) are voltage-gated meaning they activate, deactivate, or

inactivate based on the transmembrane potential. Ligand-gated channels open in

response to a chemical binding event. Examples of ligand-gated channels include

inwardly rectifying potassium currents that require the binding of ATP (IK(ATP )) or

acetylcholine (IK(ACh)). The ionic species specific to a channel can self regulate and

serve as the ligand providing feedback to channel gating as with calcium-dependent

inactivation of the L-type calcium channel. Finally, mechanical stretch can open

certain mechanosensitive channels.

Further regulation of cardiac ion channel function is achieved through protein-

protein interactions and subcellular signaling networks. One important regulatory

mechanism is controlling the density of channel protein on the cell membrane. This

is achieved by altering the balance between gene expression, protein trafficking to

the membrane, and degradation via ubiquitination. In addition to the primary pore-

forming protein (known as the α-subunit), many ion channels have important accessory

proteins (known as β-subunits) that alter channel function or localization. Finally,

post-translational modifications, primarily phosphorylation by protein kinase A (PKA)

or Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) but also nitrosylation or

glycosylation, can also alter ionic currents.

The cardiac action potential

Ion channel function integrates to the cell scale by generating and maintaining

electrochemical gradients in important ionic species (e.g., K+, Na+, Ca2+, and Cl−

). These electrochemical gradients and the respective ionic permeabilities define

the transmembrane electrical potential difference. Resting membrane potential in a
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cardiomyocyte is typically around −85 mV due to the high permeability and large

gradient in potassium ions (∼140 mM intracellular vs ∼5 mM extracellular). Provided

a sufficient stimulus, currents through ion channels will cause the membrane potential

to rapidly depolarize. followed by a slow repolarization back to the resting potential.

This sequence is known as the cardiac action potential.

The cardiac action potential has five distinct phases, each a result of the

activation and deactivation of specific ion channels. Phase 0 commences with sodium

channel activation by a supra-threshold stimulus resulting in a rapid influx of sodium

ions and depolarization of the membrane potential. As sodium channels inactivate

and the peak membrane potential is reached, the rapid repolarization of Phase

1 begins. Transient outward potassium currents (Ito) are the dominant driver of

rapid repolarization. Voltage-dependent channels with slower activation kinetics are

dominant during Phase 2 — the action potential plateau. Most important among

these is the L-type calcium current (ICaL). Ca2+ influx through the L-type calcium

channel initiates the release of large calcium stores from the sarcoplasmic reticulum

(SR) through the ryanodine receptor in a process known as calcium-induced-calcium-

release. This large increase in intracellular calcium drives cross-bridge cycling which

is responsible for the mechanical contraction of the myocyte. The increase in calcium

also sustains depolarization during the plateau phase. Potassium extrusion dominates

once the calcium channels have inactivated resulting in repolarization during Phase 3.

Phase 4 is the maintenance of the resting membrane potential during the diastolic

interval primarily by the inward-rectifying potassium current (IK1).
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Cardiac impulse propagation

Low resistance gap junctions located at intercalated disks allow current to

passively spread between cells and create propagating waves of depolarization on the

tissue scale. Gap junctions are ion channels formed by hexameric connexin proteins

that directly connect the cytoplasm of adjoining cells. In a depolarized myocyte,

current passively flows through the cytoplasm and across the gap junction to the

surrounding cells. Intracellular and intercellular passive conduction is primarily carried

by K+ ions, whereas passive extracellular currents are carried by Na+ and Cl−. If

the passive current is sufficient in magnitude, the adjoining quiescent cells will reach

threshold potential and the wave of depolarization propagates. Passive current in and

around flow in myocytes is a function of membrane capacitance, membrane resistance,

intracellular resistance (cytoplasmic resistance), intercellular resistance (gap junction

resistance), and extracellular resistance. Of these, membrane resistance and gap

junction resistance are the largest and therefore determine the cardiac electrical

space constant. The space constant for cardiac tissue (i.e., the distance where the

depolarization will have passively decayed to 37% of its peak value) is approximately

1-2 mm [Wei52, HCCS90, ARR01].

An alternative theory of impulse propagation, known as ephaptic coupling,

posits that extracellular microdomains and not intercellular connections at gap junc-

tions are required for conduction. Ephaptic, or field effect, coupling, is dependent

on regions rich in sodium channels located near small extracellular clefts between

cells; an arrangement that has recently been observed at the intercalated disk with

super-resolution microscopy [VLH+15]. When one cell depolarizes, efflux through

sodium channels depletes the sodium ions in the shared extracellular space. This
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decreases the extracellular potential. Transmembrane voltage is relative, so reducing

the extracellular potential depolarizes the opposing cell membrane which can lead

to local activation of sodium channels and trigger an action potential [SM02, CK08].

Recent experimental observations have demonstrated shortcomings in the gap junction

theory of conduction. For example, genetic ablation of connexin 43, the primary

gap junction forming protein in ventricular myocytes, only reduces the conduction

velocity by 50% despite elimination of 90% of gap junctions [GMT+01, DRL+08].

Additionally, a 50% reduction of connexin 43 has yielded conduction velocity results

demonstrating no change [MVS+99] or a significant reduction [ELY+01] even when

using the same genetic mouse line. Recent experimental and computational studies

probing these inconsistencies have lent support to the presence of ephaptic coupling

[GSL+15, GBZ+16]. It is possible that gap junction coupling and ephaptic coupling

co-exist and are complementary.

Cardiac tissue architecture determines the behavior of impulse propagation.

Cardiomyocytes are rod-shaped cells with a dominant axis along which sarcomeres align

and mechanical contraction primarily occurs. Ventricular myocytes are electrically

coupled at intercalated disks to about 11 other cells with the connections roughly

evenly divided between the long axis ends and short axis sides [SKG+94]. Due to

the anisotropy of cell shape, the density of cell-to-cell electrical connections is much

higher at the long axis ends. Therefore, the anisotropy of conductance is primarily

dictated by the cell’s length-to-width ratio of approximately 7:1 [CGS87, GKM+92].

Conduction velocity scales as the square-root of conductance [KS98], and indeed the

observed anisotropy ratio of ventricular conduction velocity, 3:1 [Cle76, RHS79], is

near that predicted by the length-to-width ratio. The end-to-end connections on
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the long axis of myocytes determine the dominant fiber direction and primary axis

of propagation in cardiac tissue. Importantly, myocytes are not the only cell type

in cardiac tissue. Fibroblasts, abundant in healthy cardiac tissue and more so in

many disease states, can modulate cardiac conduction directly through cell-to-cell

coupling [KCBS05] or indirectly by regulating fibrotic extracellular matrix proteins

composition[LCWT01, BF11].

Anisotropic propagation of electrical activity within the cardiac tissue archi-

tecture is insufficient for highly coordinated contraction. A specialized conduction

system is needed to provide pathways for rapid propagation to ensure synchronous

contraction. Cells in the conducting system express different ion channels and have a

higher density of gap junctions at their long axis ends. These adaptations allow more

rapid conduction along their fiber axis without leaking current into the surrounding

tissue.

The activation sequence of the heart initiates in the right atrium at the sino-

atrial (SA) node where leaky potassium currents and leaky intracellular calcium stores

contribute to periodic depolarization [LD09, GCJ+10]. This depolarizing wave spreads

across the right atrium and a high conductance pathway known as the Bachmann’s

bundle depolarizes the left atrium nearly simultaneously. The propagating wave slows

as it conducts through the narrow atrio-ventricular (AV) node causing roughly a

120 milliseconds delay to permit the atria to contract and prime the ventricles for

ejecting blood. After exiting the AV node, the depolarization enters a network of

highly coupled and rapidly conducting cells. The propagation first passes through the

His bundle which bifurcates into the right and left bundle branches. These pathways

then repeatedly branch into the Purkinje cell pathways which finally electrically couple
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to the bulk of the ventricular myocardium. The resulting rapid depolarization allows

the ventricles to activate synchronously and efficiently pump blood.

1.2 Cardiac arrhythmias

Cardiac arrhythmias are inherently multi-scale problems where cellular and

subcellular abnormalities manifest themselves on the tissue scale. The term cardiac

arrhythmia encompasses a wide range of clinical conditions. Abnormal electrical

activation can be due to a heart rate that is too slow (bradycardia) or too fast (tachy-

cardia). Other types arrhythmias occur when propagation through the specialized

conduction system is abnormal (e.g., AV block or bundle branch block). This section

will focus on mechanisms underlying tachycardias as these can degrade into atrial

or ventricular fibrillation, the most prevalent and lethal arrhythmias, respectively.

Tachyarrhythmias can be broadly categorized as either triggered or reentrant.

Triggered arrhythmias and afterdepolarizations

Triggered arrhythmias occur when aberrations in membrane potential, known

as afterdepolarizations, overcome the electrotonic loading from surrounding tissue

to generate an ectopic propagating wave. Isolated cardiomyocytes routinely exhibit

afterdepolarizations initiating either during repolarization, known as early afterdepolar-

izations (EADs), or during the diastolic interval, known as delayed afterdepolarizations

(DADs). Afterdepolarizations occurring during different phases of the action potential

have different underlying mechanisms.

EADs occur under conditions that reduce repolarization reserve. This reduction

in net outward current can be due to reduced outward currents or increased inward
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currents. Reduced repolarization reserve can potentiate cells, but specific aberrant

currents are required in initiate an EAD [QXO+13]. ICaL is the current primarily

responsible for Phase 2 EADs. At membrane voltages of between 0 mV and −30 mV, L-

type calcium channels can produce a steady state “window current” due to overlapping

activation and availability of the channels, and this current can initiate EAD formation

[MNA94, WGK+10]. The electrogenic sodium-calcium exchanger (INCX) can also

drive an EAD generating inward current [SSRL94]. INCX can act synergistically with

ICaL and help facilitate EADs, or INCX can be activated independent of ICaL due to

spontaneous calcium release from the SR similar to the DAD mechanism described

below [WGK+10]. The mechanisms underlying Phase 3 EADs are less clear, but

a recent study in isolated murine cells demonstrated non-equilibrium reactivation

of INa driving afterdepolarizations with take off potentials near −47 mV [EGH+14].

Triangularization of the action potential leading to calcium extrusion via INCX has

also been shown to reactivate INa and trigger a Phase 3 EAD [TJO+12]. DADs are

caused by spontaneous Ca2+ release from the SR during the diastolic interval [TKB07].

This Ca2+ release triggers calcium waves that drive inward INCX and can reach the

threshold for INa activation.

Cellular afterdepolarization are infrequent events, but the probability for

EADs and DADs can be increased under certain conditions. Sensitizing conditions

for EADs include slow rate, reduced repolarizing currents, and action potential

prolongation. DADs are potentiated by any conditions leading to calcium overload

such as rapid rate or Na+ overload. Genetic channelopathies can increase the propensity

for afterdepolarizations [NBMP12]. Congenital long QT syndromes have been shown

to promote EADs through mutations in the channel and accessory proteins that
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underly IKs, IKr, and INa [BPR+17]. Mutations in SR Ca2+ release and Ca2+ buffering

proteins, specifically the ryanodine receptor [PNT+01] and calsequestrin [LPO+01], can

increase the probability for spontaneous Ca2+ release and therefore DAD generation.

LQT3 mutations in SCN5A that result in a persistent component to INa (INa,L) have

also been shown to promote DADs [LHM+09]. Additionally, subcellular signaling

networks, especially PKA and CaMKII signaling, are potent afterdepolarization

promoters. A detailed description of afterdepolarization mechanisms arising from

CaMKII hyperactivity and dysregulation in different disease states is included in

Chapter 5

Afterdepolarizations occur in isolated cells, but evidence of the ectopic activity

that defines triggered arrhythmias is rare on the tissue scale even in diseased hearts.

This is due to the functional connections between cardiomyocytes at gap junctions.

When one cell experiences abnormal increase in membrane potential due to an after-

depolarization, current is drawn away from this cell and dissipated by the surrounding

cells. This is known as the source-sink effect. Due to this electrotonic loading, many

cells must simultaneously exhibit afterdepolarizations to overcome the source-sink

mismatch. Regions with fewer connection between cells, such as purkinje fibers and

tissue boundaries, require drastically fewer cells to generate ectopic activity [XSG+10].

Stochasticity [CSP+15] and regional chaos synchronization [SXS+09, dXQ12] have

been proposed to explain how large groups of cells simultaneously experience afterde-

polarizations with the latter being the dominant theory.
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Reentrant arrhythmias

Reentrant arrhythmias occur when circulating waves of depolarization repeat-

edly activate cardiac tissue. When the rotation is around a physical obstacle, it is

called anatomical reentry. For example, an inexcitable ischemic scar or a narrow

accessory pathway near the AV node could serves as the obstacle for anatomical

reentry. To establish reentry, the time it takes for the wave to rotate around the

obstacle must be greater than the tissue’s refractory time. If this were not the case,

the wave would collide with its refractory tail and extinguish. This concept, known

as a vulnerable window, is fundamental to reentry, and it was proposed alongside

the first description of anatomical reentry in 1914 by George Mines [Min14, DeS97].

More formally, the path length around the obstacle must be longer than the excitation

wavelength. Wavelength is approximated by the product of conduction velocity and

refractory period, and the spatial region between the depolarizing wavefront and its

non-refractory tail is known as the excitable gap [KR04].

Functional reentry occurs when rotating electrical waves are sustained without

an obstacle. This electrical activity is known as a spiral wave in 2-D contexts or a

scroll wave in 3-D. An excitable gap is not needed for functional reentry, and when

the excitation wave front and wave back meet to form a phase singularity, the self-

organizing source is called a rotor [VCJ08, PJ13]. As discussed in Chapter 4, Rotors

can be stable, possibly due to anatomical features such as fiber architecture or tissue

curvature, or they can meander. Meandering rotors are more fibrillatory and therefore

more dangerous than stable rotors.

Reentrant arrhythmias are fundamentally tissue-scale, but they require cellular

and subcellular phenomena to provide a vulnerable tissue substrate and initiating trig-
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ger. Spatial heterogeneities in refractoriness combined with slowed conduction velocity

provide a cardiac substrate that can sustain reentry. Pathological action potential

duration (APD) dynamics are one mechanism underlying gradients in refractoriness.

When beat-to-beat alternations in APD become out of phase across adjoining regions,

known as spatially discordant alternans, it creates a substrate susceptible to reentry

[WNGQ11, WKS+06]. Afterdepolarization driven ectopic activity in the region with

a repolarization gradient provides the initiating trigger for reentry. Unidirectional

block occurs when the ectopic wave collides with the refractory region on one side but

is able to propagate into the non-refractory region. Finally, afterdepolarizations serve

not only as potential reentry triggers, but sub-threshold afterdepolarizations can also

contribute to an arrhythmogenic substrate [LdG+15].

1.3 Methods for studying arrhythmia mechanisms

Experimental methods

Experimental models have provided much of our understanding of arrhythmia

mechanisms. However, they typically focus on a single scale of cardiac electrophys-

iology, and integrating information across scales remains a challenge. The patch

clamp technique allows for the measurement of the current through ion channels,

and dynamic patch clamping protocols can help obtain results under more relevant

physiological conditions [Wil06, ANC09]. On the cellular level, action potentials and

calcium transients can be measured in isolated myocytes, but these preparations

lack information regarding specific channels or cell-to-cell coupling. Cultured mono-

layers of myocytes provide some conduction information, but are still meaningfully
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different from intact tissue. One important emerging technique on the cell and mono-

layer level is the use of cardiomyoctes derived from human induced pluripotent stem

cells [YVSO+07, MZN+12]. These cells reproduce some of the important electro-

physiological characteristics of native myocytes including genetics channelopathies

[MBW+10, IMH+11], and are therefore able to provide more information across scales.

On the tissue scale, Langendorff perfusions has long been used to study the electro-

physiology in intact ex-vivo hearts with electrodes or optical dyes allowing tissue scale

electrical activity to be measured. Chapter 6 provides a detailed review of Langendorff

perfusion and optical mapping of membrane potential. Catheter based electrode

systems can measure electrical activity in anesthetized large animals. These data are

more clinically relevant, but lack specific channel or cell level information.

Inadequate understanding of the interdependency across spatial scales in cardiac

electrophysiology can be dangerous and result in flawed arrhythmia therapies. Studies

in isolated myocytes indicated that Class Ic sodium channel blockers may be effective

antiarrhythmic agents in post-myocardial infarction patients by increasing threshold

potential, abolishing DADs, and prolonging the refractory period [BM70, RH73].

However, in a large placebo-controlled randomized clinical trial, two antiarrhythmic

drugs, flecainide and encainide, failed catastrophically with almost three times the

rate of arrhythmia deaths in the treatment arm [MI89, ELM+91]. The single cell

studies failed to consider the tissue-scale effects of the drug. The desirable cell-scale

effect, decreased excitability, also slowed the conduction velocity. The prolonged

refractoriness did not outweigh the slowed conduction, and the vulnerable window

and potential for conduction block were actually increased.

Following the failure of Class Ic antiarrhythmic drugs, it was hypothesized that
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blocking the rapid delayed-rectifier potassium current (IKr) and prolonging the APD

with d-sotalol would be antiarrhythmic [VHA+95]. Again, a large placebo-controlled

randomized trial was stopped early due to increased rate of arrhythmic deaths in the

treatment group [WCd+96]. The most likely arrhythmia mechanism underlying the

failure of this trial was spatially inhomogeneous APD lengthening which increased

gradients in refractoriness and increased the propensity for EADS resulting in a

lethal arrhythmia known as torsades de pointes [SH05]. HERG channel block (the

channel protein responsible for the IKr current) is now commonly screened during drug

development to identify drugs that may be proarrhythmic.

Computational methods

Computational modeling of cardiac electrophysiology can integrate information

across scales to study emergent phenomena not obvious from experimental results. The

use of computational models is particularly important for complex, nonlinear systems

where common intuition, even of experienced practitioners, can be misleading [Nob02].

Hodgkin and Huxley developed the first computational model of an action potential

with experimental data from a giant squid axon [HH52]. A decade later Nobel modified

their work to describe the electrical behavior of Purkinje cells [Nob62]. These cell level

models are circuit analogs described by a system of ordinary differential equations.

They have intracellular and extracellular pools of electrolytes with the cell membrane

modeled as a capacitor and ion channels as time- and voltage-dependent resistors.

Cardiac cell models have grown much more complex by incorporating additional ion

channels, subcellular compartmentation, regulatory networks and complex Markov

State models of channel gating [RS06]. The most detailed cell models today can have
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over one hundred coupled differential equations to describe the cellular processes.

Using cellular action potential models to interpret patch clamp data from ion channels

is the topic of Chapter 2.

Tissue-scale models combine cellular action potential models with the flow of

current across a geometry. In models of electrical wave propagation, cardiac tissue can

be treated either as a continuum or as a network of discrete cells. Continuum models

assume the length scale of the constitutive parts (i.e., individual myocytes) is small

enough to ignore, and thus, conduction can be considered continuous. Mathematically,

continuum models take the form of reaction-diffusion partial differential equations

where the reaction portion is described by the cellular action potential model and

the diffusion accounts for the passive spread of current. These complex nonlinear

equations are commonly solved using finite element methods [RM94a, Sun06]. Tung

formalized the continuum approach by deriving the bidomain model in 1978 using a

homogenization technique [Tun78]. The bidomain equations define an extracellular

and intracellular potential at every point, and tensors describe the extracellular and

intracellular conductivity along the primary axes of the tissue architecture. If the

conductivity anisotropy is assumed to be the same in the both domains, the model can

be simplified to the monodomain equation. Numerical considerations for solving the

monodomain equation is the topic of Chapter 3. The alternate to continuum modeling

is to consider each discrete cell in cardiac tissue as part of a resistively coupled network.

Discrete cardiac models become particularly important under conditions where the

continuum assumptions begin to break down such as reduced gap junction coupling

[Kee90, BPW14], ephaptic coupling [LK14], or afterdepolarizations being opposed by

electrotonic loading [XSG+10].
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Multi-scale computational modeling has made many important contributions to

understanding arrhythmia mechanisms. Incredibly, within a year of the failed Class Ic

antiarrhythmic drug trial, the nascent field of computational cardiac modeling was able

to demonstrate a proarrhythmic mechanisms. In this rudimentary model, Starmer et

al. demonstrated that flecainide would increase the vulnerable window and identified

accumulating unavailable sodium channels at high rate, known as use-dependent block,

as a key factor [SLNG91]. A recent, mechanistically detailed study supported that

conclusion using cable, sheet, and biventricular models of cardiac tissue [MZY+11].

The ability for multi-scale electrophysiology modeling to weigh the proarrhythmic

and antiarrhythmic affects of a potential therapy can also identify valuable therapies

that might otherwise be neglected. Moreno et al. computationally predicted that

the antiarrhythmic inhibition of the late sodium current with ranolazine outweighs

the mild sodium channel block and QT prolongation using 1-,2-, and 3-dimensional

models of cardiac tissue [MYB+13]. Preliminary clinical results have supported this

conclusion, but large scale clinical trials have not been completed [SMERC16]. Tissue-

scale electrophysiology models have also had demonstrable success in identifying

cellular and tissue-scale mechanisms underlying the initiation and maintenance of

anatomical reentry and rotors [PK95, BJ98, FK98, XQG98, QWG99].

Transgenic mice as a model multi-scale system

Transgenic mice present a unique paradigm that combines experimental and

computational methods to bridge from the genetic scale to the tissue scale. The

malleability of the mouse genome allows the function of specific genes to be probed by

knocking them out or over expressing them. Tamoxifen inducible Cre combined with an
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α-myosin heavy chain promoter allows for for conditional, tissue-specific genome editing

[SNC+01]. Isolation of adult murine cardiomyoctes is a well established technique

[LSW11]. Electrophysiological studies at the subcellular and cell scales is also routine.

Patch clap and optical imaging allow ion channel, calcium spark, transmembrane

potential, and calcium transients all to be measured. On the tissue scale, voltage

and calcium optical mapping of Langendorff perfused hearts allows measurement

of tissue properties (e.g., conduction velocity and restitution time) and the direct

observation of arrhythmia behavior [HLJ12, MWK+12, KNLS15]. Computational

methods for mouse electrophysiology are also well developed. Recently, a new action

potential model was published with detailed cellular electrophysiology and calcium

handling [MEM+14]. Tissue scale measurements of conduction velocity can be used

to parameterize existing continuum models of propagation. This ability to measure

and simulate electrophysiology across all relevant scales is not available in any other

model system.

However, the electrophysiology of the mouse is substantially different from

that of humans and care must be taken when extending conclusions [KHG98]. The

most apparent difference between mouse and human hearts is the size. It has long

been hypothesized that mouse hearts were too small to sustain reentry and fibrillation

[Gar14, Win94], but careful experimental studies in ex-vivo hearts have observed them

with optical mapping [VMSJ99]. Basal heart rate in mice is around 600 bpm compared

to 60-70 bpm for humans. This impacts many aspects of the electrophysiology including

recovery from inactivation of certain ion channels. Perhaps most importantly, murine

ventricular myocytes express different ion channels than human ventricular myocytes

resulting in a much shorter and more triangular action potential[Ner04]. The balance
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between calcium re-uptake into the SR and extrusion from the cell during diastole

is also much different between mouse and human with SR re-uptake being much

more dominant in mouse (∼90% vs ∼50%, respectively) [Ber01]. Combined, these

differences may make mouse hearts susceptible to different arrhythmia mechanisms

from those in humans [KV12]. Again, computational modeling can be used to overcome

some of these challenges by anthropomorphizing, with caution, results from transgenic

mice.

1.4 Scope of the dissertation

The synthesis of experimental and computational techniques in cardiac electro-

physiology is a powerful tool for probing arrhythmia mechanisms. This dissertation

demonstrates the utility of this approach by using computational modeling across

different scales to interpret and extend experimental results.

On the cellular and subcellular scale, the ability of caveolin-3 to modulate

action potential duration through direct and indirect ion channel regulation was

investigated using mathematical action potential models to interpret ion channel data.

Chapter 2 looks at this regulatory function in two contexts. In the first, a mouse

ventricular action potential model is able to link changes in KV4.3 channel expression

to observed QT shortening from the electrocardiogram of caveolin-3-overexpressing

mice. The second example parameterizes ionic currents in a human ventricular action

potential model with patch clamp data from ion channels co-expressed with Long

QT Syndrome causing mutations in caveolin-3. The results identify slowed calcium-

dependent inactivation of the L-type calcium channel as an potentially arrhythmogenic

mechanisms.
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Integrating the subcellular, cellular, and tissue scales for multi-scale cardiac

electrophysiology modeling presents numerical, computational, and physiological

challenges. The verification of an electrophysiology solver using high-order elements

is presented in Chapter 3. Cubic Hermite elements are demonstrated to have a

convergence advantage over linear methods. A novel high-order element scheme is

also presented as a way to lessen the computational demand of the problem. These

cubic Hermite-style serendipity interpolations methods have the same convergence

order as traditional cubic Hermite methods with half of the degrees of freedom in

a 3-dimensional hexahedral element. A dimensionless number to quantify stability

and convergence of tissue-scale electrophysiology problems is derived and tested to

help ensure that spurious numerical artifacts do not misinform conclusions about

arrhythmia mechanisms.

A multi-scale model of cardiac electrophysiology is used to investigate the

behavior of electrical rotors in the human atria in Chapter 4. The pulmonary veins

are important structural features known to help maintain atrial fibrillation (AF) in

the left atrium by providing a favorable conditions for focal beats and a substrate

for reentry. Recent clinical data have demonstrated that rotors in the right atrium

may also play a role in maintaining AF in as many as a quarter of all patients. The

multi-scale model is used to demonstrate that right atrial fiber discontinuities can

transiently and permanently anchor rotors in a patient derived model of the human

atria.

The final two chapters provide literature reviews aimed towards future work.

Transgenic mouse models of CaMKII hyperactivity and deletion provide an opportunity

to study the initiation of triggered arrhythmias in a physiologically important setting.
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Chapter 5 is a detailed review of CaMKII mediated afterdepolarization mechanisms

for difference cardiac diseases. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a detailed methodological

review of Langendorff perfusion and optical mapping.



Chapter 2

Using cellular action potential

models to understand caveolin-3

mediation of action potential

duration

2.1 Introduction

Since they were first developed, mathematical models of cellular electrophys-

iology have been essential to understanding ion channel function, excitability, and

electrical propagation. From their careful voltage-clamp measurements, Hodgkin and

Huxley quantitatively described the membrane potential across a giant squid axon

using four currents (capacitive, Na+, K+, and leak) with voltage- and time-dependent

gating equations for K+ activation (n), Na+ activation (m), and Na+ inactivation

(h) [HH52]. Somewhat incredibly, Andrew Huxley made the first calculations of an

21
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action potential model using a manual calculating machine over the a period of three

weeks 1951. [Hod94]. Mathematical models of cellular electrophysiology have grown

increasingly complex (and computational methods exponentially more efficient), and

they remain an indispensable tool for interpreting ion channel data at the cellular

scale.

This chapter presents two examples of using cellular action potential models to

interpret ion data. Both look at the ability of structural protein caveolin-3 (Cav-3) to

mediate action potential duration through direct and indirect regulation of ion channels.

The first example uses channel expression data to help explain electrocardiogram

observations in caveolin-3-overexpressing mice. This work was published in Basic

Research in Cardiology in 2016. In the second example, the mechanisms underlying

two long WT syndrome 9 mutations (Cav-3 F97C and Cav-3 S141R) are examined by

incorporating changes in ICa,L, Ito, and INa into a human ventricular action potential

model. This work is being prepared for submission, and only figures corresponding to

the modeling work performed by the dissertation author are included here.

2.2 Electrophysiology and metabolism of caveolin-

3-overexpressing mice

Caveolae are small flask-like invaginations of the sarcolemmal membrane dis-

covered over six decades ago [Pal53, Yam55]. Recent work has identified caveolae as

signaling epicenters made up of essential scaffolding proteins called caveolins. Caveolae

and caveolins are necessary for the precise temporal and spatial localization and

organization of cellular signaling molecules [HTPR14, PMI08] involved in cardiac
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protection [HPT+08] [SHST+14] [THJ+08] [TTH+14b, TTH+14b, TTH+14a] and car-

diac remodeling [HPK+11]. There are three distinct caveolin (Cav) isoforms including

Cav-1 and Cav-2, which are ubiquitous in all cell types, and Cav-3 which is found pre-

dominantly in skeletal and cardiac myocytes [CHSL04, RWL02, SST+96]. Cav-3, via

its scaffolding domain, has been shown to interact with numerous signaling molecules

including G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), ion channels, and receptor tyrosine

kinases[HTPR14, PMI08, SB01]. Mice with cardiac-specific overexpression of caveolin-

3 (Cav-3 OE) demonstrate tolerance to myocardial ischemia and left ventricular

pressure overload suggesting stress adaptation of the heart [HPK+11, THJ+08].

Cav-3 plays an integral role in organizing signaling molecules that are essential

for the generation of heart rate, rhythm, and cardiac chronotropy [CVV+13, MFP+11,

VAY+06, YBF+08]. Cav-3 mutations have been implicated in cardiac arrhythmias,

particularly prolonged QT syndrome, given their association with adrenergic receptors

and ion channels. Furthermore, specific chronotropic ion channels have been localized

within caveolae including SCN5A-encoded voltage-gated Na+ channels [YLLS02b],

voltage-dependent K+ channel [BDB+07], sodium calcium exchangers [BTJKH02a,

BTJKH02b], and L-Type Ca2+ channels [BFH+06a, LFS+00].

Despite these provocative findings regarding Cav-3 expression and cardiac

conduction, there are no data regarding the effect of Cav-3 overexpression in the heart

on basic electrophysiology and metabolism. In the current study, we describe baseline

cardiac conduction and metabolism in Cav-3 OE mice as a means to add mechanistic

insight into the alterations in stress adaption previously observed in Cav-3 OE mice.
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Methods

Animals

All mice were treated in compliance with the Guide for the Care and Use of

Laboratory Animals (National Academy of Science) and the protocols were approved

by the VA San Diego Healthcare System Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Animals were kept on a 12-h lightdark cycle (with light on from 6:00 to 18:00 hours) in

a temperature-controlled room with ad libitum access to food and water. Transgenic

mice were generated in our laboratory using the α-myosin heavy chain promoter to

produce cardiac myocyte-specific overexpression of Cav-3 (Cav-3 OE) in a C57BL/6

background. Full-length Cav-3 cDNA (455 bp) was cloned into a vector containing

the α-myosin heavy chain promoter and was used for microinjection by the UCSD

Transgenic Core. Cav-3 OE mice have a ∼1.8-fold increase in caveolin-3 protein in

whole heart homogenates [THJ+08] . Transgene-negative littermates were used as

control mice. All experiments were performed on male mice.

Telemetry

4- to 5-month-old male Cav-3 OE (N = 7/group) and control mice (N =

8/group) were anesthetized with 1.4% isoflurane. A small peritoneal incision was

made and the transmitter [ETA-F10, Data Sciences International (DSI), Inc, St. Paul,

MN, USA] was inserted into the peritoneal cavity. The leads were secured in the

right thorax and lower abdominal regions according to the manufacturers protocol.

Continuous signals were transmitted wirelessly to the receivers located below the cage.

Animals were given analgesia (buprenorphine) and allowed to recover for 72 h. Mice
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were then acclimated for 10 days without analgesia. All mice were housed in ventilated

cages with ad libitum food and water. Light and dark cycles were maintained using

automatic timers. Continuous telemetry recordings were monitored for 72 h using

Dataquest ART software (Data Sciences International, Inc., St. Paul, MN, USA) and

analyzed with the programs default mouse parameters. QTc was measured using

previously published derived equations for conscious mice, QTc = QT/SQRT(RR/100)

[MJK98, ZWK+14].

Immunoblotting

Immunoblotting was performed on adult mouse ventricular homogenates pre-

pared from either control or Cav-3 OE mice (N = 57/group). Homogenates were

solubilized using ice-cold 11 mmol/L TrisHCl, pH 7.4, 1.1 mmol/L EDTA, 0.2% SDS,

11% glycerol, and protease inhibitors (2 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 12 µg/ml

aprotinin, 1 mM benzamidine, 10 µM leupeptin, 5 µM pepstatin A). The lysate was

centrifuged at 5000g for 10 min to remove insoluble debris. The protein content

was estimated in the soluble supernatant and an equal amount of each sample was

analyzed by SDS/PAGE (415% gradient gels, Bio-Rad) and Western blot by probing

with antibodies to Cav-3, connexin 43 (Cx43) and GAPDH (Millipore), KV1.4, KV4.2,

and KV4.3 antibodies (NeuroMab, UC Davis, CA), CaV1.2 antibody (Alomone labs,

Jerusalem, Israel), and NaV1.5 antibody (Millipore Corporation). Protein signals for

Cav-3 and channel subunits were quantified by normalizing the signal to GAPDH.
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Computational modeling

A recently published murine ventricular action potential model [MEM+14] was

used to investigate the observed changes in ion channel expression in the Cav-3 OE

mice. This computational model consists of a system of 158 ordinary differential

equations describing the myocyte ion channels and Ca2+ handling as well as PKA and

CaMKII signaling networks. The model source code was obtained from the authors

website (https://somapp.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/Pharmacology/bers/) [MEM+14], and all

simulations were executed using the ode15s algorithm in MATLAB (The MathWorks,

Inc., Natick, MA, USA). In the absence of functional ion channel data, previous

studies have meaningfully incorporated differences in ion channel transcript levels

into an action potential model by scaling the whole-cell ion channel conductance

based on relative differences [BSD+11, CGT+09]. Similarly, we created a Cav-3 OE

version of the action potential model by scaling the ion channel conductance by

statistically significant changes in ion channel protein expression measured by Western

blot. The action potential duration (APD) was measured with respect to the control

repolarization levels, so that changes in action potential amplitude alone would not

alter the APD results.

Statistics

Investigators were blinded to the genetic background of mice in all study

protocols. Statistical analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism Software v6.0 (La

Jolla, CA, USA). All values are presented as mean ± standard deviation [M (SD)].

Two-way or two-way repeated measure (RM) ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukeys

correction for multiple comparisons and unpaired Students t test were utilized. An
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α-level of p < 0.05 for all statistical tests was used.

Results

Cav-3 OE mice have prolonged PR intervals as well as short-

ened QT intervals

ECG data from Cav-3 OE and control mice (N = 78/group) were analyzed for

a 24-h period. Cav-3 OE mice (M = 38.51 ms, SD = 2.04) had significantly longer

PR interval times compared to control mice [Figure 2.1.B ; M = 35.09 ms, SD = 1.10;

t(13) = 4.12, p = 0.001]. No significant difference was observed in the QRS interval

times when Cav-3 OE mice (M = 12.97 ms, SD = 0.63) were compared to control

mice [Figure 2.1.C; M = 13.10 ms, SD = 0.63; t(13) = 0.40, p = 0.70]. Furthermore,

Cav-3 OE mice (M = 46.82 ms, SD = 3.45) had significantly shorter QTc interval

times compared to control mice [Figure 2.1.D; M = 53.95 ms, SD = 4.15; t(13) =

3.59, p = 0.003].

Cav-3 OE mice show increased KV1.4 and KV4.3 potassium

channels, NaV1.5 sodium channels, and Cx43 expression

As changes in conduction, rate, and rhythm may be linked to changes in ion

channel expression, we determined the expression of the major ion channels involved

in the cardiac action potential in the left ventricles by immunoblot analysis. As shown

in Figure 2.1, the protein expression of KV1.4 [Figure 2.1.A; N = 5/group; Cav-3 OE

M = 2.76, SD = 0.85 versus control M = 1.41, SD = 0.67; t(8) = 2.78, p = 0.02] and

KV4.3 [Figure 2.1.C; N = 5/group; Cav-3 OE M = 1.71, SD = 0.56 versus control M
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Figure 2.1: ECG features in Cav-3 OE mice recorded with teleme-
try. Cav-3 OE mice show (a) lower 24-h heart rates, (b) prolonged PR
intervals, (c) no significant difference in overall QRS complex length, and (d)
shortened QT intervals. p is assumed to be significant when <0.05. Data are
presented as mean ± SD; N = 78/group

= 0.79, SD = 0.33; t(8) = 3.18, p = 0.01] was significantly increased in the Cav-3 OE

mice compared to control mice, respectively. However, the protein expression of the

KV4.2 [Figure 2.1.B; N = 5/group; Cav-3 OE M = 1.71, SD = 1.58 versus control

M = 1.59, SD = 0.33; t(8) = 0.16, p = 0.87] and CaV1.2 was unchanged between

groups [Figure 2.1.D; N = 56/group; Cav-3 OE M = 1.35, SD = 0.39 versus control

M = 0.98, SD = 0.32; t(9) = 1.72, p = 0.12]. Additionally, NaV1.5 protein expression

[Figure 2.1.E; N = 56/group; Cav-3 OE M = 1.31, SD = 0.26 versus control M = 0.76,

SD = 0.48; t(9) = 2.41, p = 0.04] and Cx43 expression [Figure 2.1.F; N = 56/group;

Cav-3 OE M = 1.28, SD = 0.37 versus control M = 0.85, SD = 0.24; t(9) = 2.21, p =

0.05] were significantly increased in Cav-3 OE mice. We performed a confirmatory

immunoblot to show that Cav-3 was significantly increased in Cav-3 OE mice [Figure

2.1.G; N = 57/group; Cav-3 OE M = 1.31, SD = 0.34 versus control M = 0.70, SD =

0.42; t(10) = 2.78, p = 0.02].
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Figure 2.2: Ion channel protein expression in Cav-3 OE mice. Left
ventricular tissue from Cav-3 OE mice showed increased protein expression
of KV1.4 (a), and KV4.3 (b), no change in KV4.2 (c) and CaV1.2 (d), but
increased protein levels of in NaV1.5 (e) and Cx43 (f). Elevated Cav-3
protein expression was confirmed in Cav-3 OE hearts (g). p is assumed to be
significant when <0.05; Data are presented as mean ± SD; N = 57/group
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A computation model of ventricular myocytes from Cav-3 OE

mice predicted shortened action potential duration

To better understand the effects of altered ion channel expression on the

observed electrophysiology phenotype, significant changes in protein expression from

Figure 2.2 were incorporated into a computation model of a mouse ventricular myocyte

action potential. The conductance of the fast component of the transient outward

potassium current (Gto,f), carried by the KV4.3 channel protein, was increased 2.2-fold

from 0.44 to 0.97 mS/µF, and the conductance of the fast sodium channel (GNa),

carried by the NaV1.5 channel protein, was increased 1.7-fold from 10 to 17 mS/µF.

The slow component of the transient outward potassium current (Ito,s), carried by

the KV1.4 channel protein, was not included in the original model [MEM+14] as its

expression was typically limited to septal myocytes in the mouse [XGN99].

The resulting Cav-3 action potential model has shortened action potential

duration (APD) compared to the control model (Figure 2.3.A). The maximum decrease

in APD occurred at 50% repolarization (APD50; 55% reduction at 6-Hz pacing) with

a substantial decrease still present at 90% repolarization (APD90; 12% at 6-Hz pacing)

(Figure 2.3.B). This change in APD is consistent across a range of heart rates (Figure

2.3.C). Since the largest suppression in APD occurred in the voltage range important for

calcium influx, intracellular calcium transients (CaT) were also evaluated in the model.

There was a slight reduction in CaT amplitude at 1-Hz pacing (15%) that decreased

near physiological rates (9% at 6-Hz pacing) (Figure 2.3.D). The relative contributions

of each conductance change were dissected by implementing them independently. The

increased Gto,f was wholly responsible for the decrease in action potential duration

(Figure 2.3.E). Increasing Gto,f and GNa individually had opposing effects on CaT
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amplitude, resulting in the minimal resultant change in the Cav-3 OE model (Figure

2.3.F).

Discussion

Cav-3 has been implicated in playing a role in cardiac rhythm, chronotropy

[BGR+04, CVV+13, MFP+11, VAY+06, YBF+08], and stress adaptation [HPK+11,

THJ+08]; however, the effects of cardiac overexpression of Cav-3 on baseline cardiac

conduction and metabolism have never been investigated. We have shown for the first

time that cardiac-specific overexpression of Cav-3 results in significant lower heart

rates at rest, prolonged PR interval, shortened QTc intervals, and alterations in ion

channel expression, while baseline whole organism metabolism remains unchanged.

The normal healthy heart relies on efficient electrical conduction via the

sinoatrial node, the atrioventricular node, and the Purkinje fibers to optimize cardiac

contraction [DSS+14]. The rate at which the heart contracts is modified by various

intrinsic and extrinsic signaling mechanisms [CO06]. Intrinsically, various ion channels

regulate depolarization and repolarization of each individual myocyte. Interestingly,

caveolins and caveolae have been associated with many of these ion channels as well

as many G proteins that are known to interact with ion channels [BKov]. Mutations

in Cav-3 can lead to congenital long-QT syndrome by affecting sodium ion channel

regulation [VAY+06]. Furthermore, recent studies show that Cav-3 and caveolae are

essential for stretch-dependent conduction slowing [PWE+14]. Finally, Cav-3 can

form macromolecular complexes with one of the major subunits within the cardiac

pacemaker channels, affecting cardiac conduction [BGR+04, YBF+08]. These previous

findings and our novel data suggest a critical role for Cav-3 in regulating cardiac
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Figure 2.3: Action potential shortening in a cellular model of Cav-3
OE mice. (A) Action potential and intracellular Ca2+ (inset) from simulated
6 Hz pacing for control (black line) and Cav-3 OE (grey line) model parameters.
(B) APD was decreased in the Cav-3 OE model compared to control. (C)
This decrease was consistent across a range of pacing rates. (D) Intracellular
calcium transient amplitude was slightly decreased in the Cav-3 OE model
with the effect diminishing near physiological rates. (E) The increase in Gto,f
was responsible for the decrease in APD. (F) Increasing Gto,f and GNa had
opposing effects on the CaT amplitude when applied individually.
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conduction and chronotropy.

We show that KV1.4 and KV4.3 channel protein expression levels are signifi-

cantly increased in Cav-3 OE mice. KV channels via effects on Ito currents are essential

to cardiac repolarization. Indeed, when the channel protein expression differences

measured in Cav-3 OE mice were used to scale whole-cell ion channel conductances

in a mouse ventricular myocyte mode, the APD was shortened. APD90 and QTc are

closely related [ZWK+14], and the reduction in APD90 from the model (12% at 6-Hz

pacing) was similar to the reduction in QTc measured with telemetry (13%). These

results suggest that the increase in KV channel expression is sufficient to explain the

QTc decrease in Cav-3 OE mice. Although a severely shortened QT interval has

been associated with congenital heart disorders that may cause cardiomyopathy and

arrhythmias [SBW08], our mice do not exhibit any characteristics of cardiomyopathy

even at old age (unpublished data) and have no increase in mortality when compared

to littermate control mice. In contrast, Cav-3 OE mice have been shown to be resistant

to myocardial ischemia and demonstrate increased survival in response to chronic pres-

sure overload hypertrophy [HPK+11, THJ+08], with decreased hypertrophic response,

suggesting a phenotype of stress adaptation. Many different signaling pathways are

involved in cardioprotection [Heu15], and Cav-3 may serve as a molecular integrator

of these various pathways.

Sinus bradycardia and prolonged PR interval are well documented in the trained

athlete and are thought to be secondary to unknown intrinsic factors and modified by

increased vagal tone on the sinoatrial pacemaker [Lam12][MP06]. Our data suggest

that caveolins may be an intrinsic factor involved in the cardiac response to exercise

via their multiple interactions with ion channels and other cell signaling molecules.
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Previous investigations have shown that Cav-3 mRNA is upregulated in trained animal

hearts by approximately twofold [GMR+09]. Interestingly, our Cav-3 OE mice have

an approximate twofold elevation of Cav-3 protein at baseline [THJ+08]. Short- and

long-QT syndromes are both uncommon in trained athletes [SLK13]. However, changes

within the QT interval are observed during exercise and recovery and are known as

QT hysteresis [42]. This shortening in the QT interval is exaggerated in long-QT

syndrome and hysteresis has been suggested as a possible marker of long QT [KKY97].

Interestingly, beta-blockade can normalize this exaggerated response as well as lower

cardiac risk seen with long-QT syndrome [KYC+02, MZH+00]. Furthermore, early

repolarization and not terminal repolarization appears to be the major contributor to

these changes [KHN+08]. The outward potassium current, Ito, activates transiently

in the sub-threshold range of membrane potential to initiate rapid repolarization

following the action potential and helps to set the plateau membrane potential and

subsequently the length of the QT interval and action potential duration [NK05]. In

the heart, Ito is formed from the heteromeric assembly of three primary alpha subunits

(KV1.4, KV4.2, and KV4.3), which are differentially expressed and associated with

KV channel-interacting proteins (KChIPs) or the β subunits. The KV4.2 and KV4.3

α subunits contribute to the rapidly recovering (Ito,f) components, whereas KV1.4

α subunits contributes to the slowly recovering (Ito,s) components in the ventricular

myocytes [NN10, PC05]. The KV4.2 and KV4.3 channels are shown to partition into

caveolae by interacting with the A-kinase anchoring protein, AKAP100, and Cav-3 to

form a macromolecular signaling complex [AUGC10]. These findings correlate with

our results where KV1.4 and KV4.3 channels are overexpressed resulting in faster

cardiac repolarization and possibly minimizing exaggerated QT hysteresis.
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Cav-3 has also been implicated in voltage-gated sodium channel function. Cav-3

has been shown to co-immunoprecipitate with NaV1.5 [VAY+06, WPBJ15, YLLS02b]

(the α-subunit responsible for the inward sodium current resulting in phase 0 of

the action potential). Disruption of this channel has been implicated in long-QT

syndrome type 3 [SGA13, WSS+95, WPBJ15] and Brugada syndrome [SBEB+03,

SEP+02, SW02]. Most recently, in vitro, co-expression of mutant Cav-3 and NaV1.5

resulted in prolonged action potential duration leading to a long-QT type 9-like

phenotype [CYK+07]. Our results further support the relationship between Cav-3 and

NaV1.5, as NaV1.5 is significantly increased in Cav-3 OE mice. However, the effect of

increased NaV1.5 expression on the phenotype is uncertain. The action potential model

did not support a role for NaV1.5 in the observed QTc decrease. This is consistent

with the lack of APD or QTc changes in cardiac-specific SCN5A-overexpressing mice

[ZYTW07]. The increased NaV1.5 expression may provide a compensatory effect to

offset the Ito-mediated decrease in CaT amplitude predicted by the computational

model.

Previous studies have suggested a key role for Cx43 in electrical coupling

and action potential propagation [Fvdv12, KR04]. We show that Cx43, a vital

component in gap junction formation, is increased in Cav-3 OE hearts. An inter-

action between caveolins and Cx43 has been described [YRM+14]. A specific role

for Cav-3 in S-nitrosylation of Cx43 in cardiac mitochondria has been suggested

[FHH+14, SNM+14, SNA+15]. Others have shown that reduction of Cx43 and NaV1.5

results in polymorphic ventricular arrhythmias in cardiac hypertrophy [FRv+14]. Inter-

estingly, Cav-3 overexpression has been shown to protect against cardiac hypertrophic

remodeling [HPK+11, MPW+15].
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The current manuscript has potential limitations. Our data extrapolate ion

channel expression to physiological changes and potential computational models.

Patch clamp experiments to confirm these data are currently being performed by

the laboratory. Similarly, data regarding Cav-3 KO animals that would support our

conclusion are currently being performed as well. In addition, the pharmacological

experiments were performed with IP injections rather than IV. It is possible that IV

administration could result in altered pharmacological responses compared to those

we report in this manuscript.

In conclusion, our data suggest that cardiac-specific overexpression of Cav-3

results in alterations in baseline cardiac conduction, heart rate, and expression levels of

certain cardiac ion channels. Although further investigations are necessary to elucidate

the full physiological and clinical implications of Cav-3 overexpression on heart rate

control, our novel data support a critical role for Cav-3 in cardiac conduction. The

changes observed in baseline cardiac conduction and ion channel expression in our

study may provide further mechanistic insight into the phenotype of ischemic tolerance

and resistance to pressure overload-induced stress that have been observed previously

in Cav3- OE mice.
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2.3 Long QT Syndrome Associated F97C and S141R

Caveolin-3 Mutations Differentially Modulate

KV4 and CaV1.2 Channels Contributing to Ac-

tion Potential Prolongation

Caveolin-3 (Cav3) is one of three types of caveolins, scaffolding proteins required

for forming caveolae. Cav3 is expressed in cardiac muscle, in skeletal and smooth

muscles [SST+96]. Caveolae are membrane microdomains enriched in cholesterol

and sphingolipids, present in cardiomyocytes and other cells, and localize a number

of different ion channels and signaling proteins [BKov]. It has been shown that

in caveolae localized potassium channels [MSS+01], [SHSD04] including channels

forming transient outward potassium current (KV1.4, KV4.2, and KV4.3), L-type

Ca2+ channels (Cav1.2) [BFH+06a], Na+ channels (NaV1.5) [YLLS02b], Na+/Ca2+

exchanger (NCX1) [BTJKH02a] and others. Caveolae play a role in cell signaling, ion

channels regulation, participating in lipid regulation[BKov]. Also, they can serve as

mechanosensors in various cell types [NWH+13].

Mutations in Cav3 lead to a variety of pathological conditions impacting

primarily cardiac muscle and skeletal muscle. The F97C and S141R mutations in

Cav3 have been linked with the congenital long QT syndrome (LQT9) [VAY+06].

LQT9 is characterized prolongation of the QT interval on the electrocardiogram, and

predisposing individuals with LQT9 to ventricular tachycardia, syncope, and sudden

death [SCI12]. It has been shown, that F97C mutation leads to decreased Kir2.1

current density [VVS+13]. Also, Cav3 F97C and S141R prolong the duration of action
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potential (AP) by increasing sodium channel late current [CVV+13].

The reason of prolonged QT interval is prolongation of cardiac AP duration

(APD). Transient outward potassium current (Ito) is responsible for the early repo-

larization phase of cardiac AP. L-type Ca2+ current is responsible for plateau the

second phase of cardiac AP. Together this two currents have impact on the length of

the QT interval. Ito consisted from 2 parts, with different recovery from inactivation

time constants, fast and slow Ito [GXLN99, PC05]. Kv1.4 channel mediates the

slow (Ito,s) component of Ito. Kv4.2 and Kv4.3 channels generate the fast (Ito,f)

component of Ito [NK05, OKS+01]. Reduced Ito,f densities are observed in failing

human hearts [BNE93], as well as canine animal model [KNC+96]. Dysregulations

in Ito plays a role in the Brugada syndrome [Ant06]. Moreover, the activity of Ito

channels influences the activation of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels and the balance of

inward and outward current during the plateau [GCKN00]. The Cav1.2 channel is a

candidate for modulation by LQT9 Cav3 mutations because a subpopulation of the

channels associate with Cav3 and are localized to caveolae [BFH+06a]. Furthermore,

studies have indicated that caveolae serve as calcium signaling domains which could

be impacted by alterations in Cav1.2 function [PDZI74, Gab71, LLS+00]. Studies

have also shown that mutations in Cav1.2 can cause a form of LQTS called Timothy

syndrome which has been associated with delayed voltage-dependent inactivation of

ICa,L [STS+04, APC+07].

The purpose of the present study was to determine the impact of LQT9 Cav3

mutations F97C and S141R on the function of Kv4.2, Kv4.3 and Cav1.2 channels

expressed in HEK 293 cells. Our results demonstrate that these Cav3 mutations down

regulate Ito,fast channels functions and impact differentially Cav1.2 channels in a
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calcium-dependent fashion by increasing current density and channel gating in the

case of S141R and delaying calcium-dependent inactivation for F97C.

Methods

Chemical reagents and Plasmid construction

All chemicals, reagents, and antibodies were procured from Sigma unless other-

wise stated. The cDNA for Kv4.2 (human KCND2, Genbank accession no. BC110449),

Kv4.3 (human KCND3, Genbank accession no. BC113475), were obtained from Open

Biosystems, (GE Healthcare) and subcloned into pcDNA3.1 plasmid vector (Invitrogen,

Carlsbad, California), as previously described [VAY+06]. Plasmids encoding the human

pore-forming 1C,77 (Cav1.2), auxiliary 2cN4 LTCC and hemagglutinin (HA)-Cav1.2

subunits have been previously described [BFB+11, FBD+04, SBR95]. Preparation and

subcloning of wild type human Cav3 (GenBank accession no. NM 033337), Cav3-F97C

and Cav3-S141R mutations were previously reported [VAY+06].

HEK-293 cell maintenance and transfections

HEK-293 cells were grown and maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10%

fetal bovine serum (GIBCO), 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 g/ml streptomycin, and 2 mM

L-glutamine. The Cav3-WT, Cav3-F97C, and Cav3-S141R (1 µg each) were transiently

cotransfected with expression vectors containing Cav1.2 and Cavβ2cN4 L-type Ca2+

channel subunits or Kv4.2 or Kv4.3 at a ratio of 1:1 respectively into HEK-293 cells

plated on 35-mm plastic dishes at densities between 2 and 2.5 104 cells/dish using

Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) according to manufacturers instructions. In all cases,
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0.15 µg of plasmid DNA encoding the green fluorescent protein (GFP) was included

to identify transfected cells. Two days after transfection, GFP-positive HEK-293 cells

were selected for functional studies.

Whole cell patch clamp electrophysiology

Electrophysiological experiments were carried in the whole cell configuration of

the patch clamp technique at room temperature using Axopatch 200B amplifier (Axon

Instruments, Foster City, CA) with pCLAMP 10.2, software. Recording pipettes were

pulled from thin walled borosilicate glass capillaries (World Precision Instruments,

Inc., Sarasota FL) with pipette resistance of 1.52.5Mω. The data were filtered at 5

kHz and digitized at 50 kHz. All solutions and buffers are indicated in mmoles/L.

For Ito current measurements external bath solution contained 136 NaCl, 4 KCl, 2

MgCl2, 1 CaCl2, 5 CoCl2, 10 glucose, and 10 HEPES, pH 7.4 (NaOH). Intracellular

pipette solution contained 137 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 4 Mg-ATP, 1 Li-GTP, 10 EGTA, and

10 HEPES, pH 7.2 (KOH). Ionic currents were recorded in the ruptured whole-cell

configuration using 2.5 s voltage steps from - 40 to 60 mV from a holding potential

of -60 mV. Recovery from the inactivation was investigated using a conventional

two-depolarizing pulse protocol: an inactivating pulse depolarizing to 40 mV for 2 s

(P1) followed by a variable recovery interval steps of 50 ms (0.05 3 s) and subsequent

40 mV test pulse (P2). The interpulse potential was set at 60 mV. The ratio of test

pulse current/inactivating pulse current amplitudes (P2/P1) was used to evaluate

Ito recovery from inactivation, which was best fit with a single exponential equation

(y=A1*exp(-x/t1)+y0).

For currents measurements through L-type Ca2+ channels external bath solution
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contained 142 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 1.8 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 0.33 Na2HPO4, 5 HEPES, 5 glucose

(pH 7.4) and the following pipette solution: 100 CsOH-H2O, 100 Glutamic acid, 40

CsCl, 10 HEPES, 0.5 CaCl2, 240 mg/ml Amphotericin B (pH 7.2). Recordings

were performed using amphotericin perforated whole cell patch configuration in three

different solutions. 5 Ca2+ (mM): 65 NaCl, 70 TEACl, 10 HEPES, 1 MgCl2, 10

glucose, 5 CaCl2, 10 M tetrodotoxin (pH 7.4); 10 Ba2+ (mM): 10 BaCl2, 133 CsCl,

and 10 HEPES (pH 7.4); 10 Ca2+ (mM): 10 CaCl2, 133 CsCl, and 10 HEPES (pH 7.4).

The holding potential was -80 mV. The inactivation curves were fit to a Boltzmann

distribution with the V1/2 is the voltage midpoint for the distributions. Data were

analyzed using Microcal Origin software (Origin Lab Corporation Northampton, MA

USA).

Computational modeling

A mathematical model of the human ventricular action potential [OVVR11]

was used to further investigate the observed effects of Cav3 mutations on ICa,L, Ito, and

INa. This model consists of a coupled system of 41 ordinary differential equations that

together describe ionic currents and intracellular Ca2+ cycling. The model source

code was obtained from the original author’s website (http://rudylab.wustl.edu),

and all simulations were executed using the ode15s algorithm in MATLAB (The

MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The Cav3-WT version of the model corresponds

to the O’Hara-Rudy model as originally published. To simulate the effect of the

Cav3-F97C and Cav3-S141R mutations, currents were adjusted to match the whole

cell patch clamp data. Significant differences in channel gating (i.e., time constants)

or current density were incorporated into the Cav3 mutant models. When there were
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discrepancies between measured values and the baseline model parameters, relative

changes were applied. For the Cav3-F97C model, changes were made to ICa,L, Ito,

and INa,L. For the Cav3-S141R model, changes were made to ICa,L and INa,L. Virtual

knock-out of the individual effect for each channel was performed to identify their

overall contribution to the changes in action potential duration. All simulations

were paced to steady state (1000 beats). Finally, simulations used the epicardial

parameterization of the O’Hara-Rudy model unless otherwise stated.

Statistical analysis

Data are reported as mean standard error of mean (SEM). Determinations

of statistical significance were performed using a Student t-test for comparisons of

two means or using analysis of variance (ANOVA) for comparisons of multiple groups.

Statistical significance was determined by a value of P < 0.05. Statistical analysis was

performed using Origin 7.5 (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA).

Results

Only a summary of the ion channel patch clamp results in HEK-293 cells

co-expressed with mutant or WT Cav3 is provided here to motivate the modeling

studies. Full results will be included when the manuscript is submitted for publication.

WT and mutant Cav3 co-localized well with KV4.2 and KV4.3 channels in

the HEK-293 cells. IKv4.2 was significantly reduced in cells transfected with Cav3-

F97C compared to those transfected with Cav3-WT. Furthermore, analysis of channel

kinetics showed a significant slowing of the activation and inactivation time constants

with Cav3-F97C co-expression. IKv4.2 recovery from inactivation was also slowed
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with the Cav3-F97C transfection. When the Cav3-S141R mutation was transfected

together with IKv4.2, similar results were seen with a significant reduction in peak

current, slowed activation, and prolonged recovery from inactivation. However, no

significant differences in inactivation kinetics were seen.

Cells co-expressing KV4.3 and Cav3-F97C also showed a significant reduction in

peak IKv4.3. The activation time constants and recovery from inactivation were slowed

with Cav3-F97C similar to the results with KV4.2, but no significant differences were

seen between the inactivation time constants. Interestingly, no significant differences in

IKv4.3 peak current or kinetic when comparing KV4.3 coexpressed with the Cav3-S141R

versus Cav3-WT.

WT and mutant Cav3 also co-localized well with CaV1.2 + CaVβ2cN4 proteins

co-expressed in the HEK-293 cells. Neither the Cav3-F97C nor the Cav3-S141R

mutations altered voltage-dependent inactivation (VDI)when Ba2+ was the charge

carrier (IBa,L). The Cav3-F97C and Cav3-S141R mutations differentially regulated the

calcium current with its physiological charge carrier. Co-expression with Cav3-F97C

did not increase ICa,L density compared to Cav3-WT, but it did slow Ca2+-dependent

inactivation (CDI). Whereas, co-expression with Cav3-S141R significantly increased

ICa,L density but did not alter CDI.

These changes in channel density and kinetics described above were combined

with previously published data on INa,L [VAY+06, CVV+13] to create action potential

models meant to reproduce the electrophysiology of a Cav3 mutation. Importantly,

KV4.3 is expressed much more abundantly in human ventricular tissue compared to

KV4.2 [DSW+96, GLBS+07], and therefore, only the significant changes seen in IKv4.3

were incorporated into the models.
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Figure 2.4: Reparameterization of the O’Hara-Rudy model for the
Cav3-F97C mutation. (A) Slowing the Ito activation time constant (τa)
resulted in a small decrease in current density. Current density was further
reduced by scaling the conductance. (B) INa,L conductance was doubled in
the Cav3-F97C model. (C) Experimental and simulation results compare
favorably for the fraction of ICa,L still active at 100 ms (r100). (D) CDI time
constants were fit to experimental data. (E) The relative difference in ICa,L

remaining between Cav3-WT and Cav3-F97C was similar for the experimental
and simulation data. (F) Peak ICa,L was not impacted by the slowed CDI.
.
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Figure 2.4 includes the changes to fit the Cav3-F97C mutation. First, Ito

was altered to account for the slowed activation and reduced peak density observed

with KV4.3 expression with Cav3-F97C. The activation time constant was scaled by

41% to account for the slowing observed experimentally. However, this effect alone

was insufficient to account for the large decrease in current density (Figure 2.4.A).

The channel conductance was reduced by 36.5% to fully account for the decease

in channel density. The density of the late sodium current (INa,L) was doubled to

account for previously published effects of Cav3-F97C (Figure 2.4.B). Next, slowed

CDI was incorporated into the model of ICa,L. The parameterization of ICa,L in the

O-Hara-Rudy model compared favorably to the experimental results gathered here

(Figure 2.4.C; Black). The time constants governing CDI were adjusted to match

those observed with Cav3-F97C co-expression (Figure 2.4.D). I result on CDI matched

the experimental observations well (Figure 2.4.C; Red). Notably, the neither model

reproduced the very slow CDI seen at the most negative holding potentials (Figure

2.4.C; -20 mV). However, the relative differences measured by the f-value (difference

in ICa,L remaining 100 ms past the peak between Cav3-WT and Cav3-F97C) were

similar between the model and experiments across a range of potentials (Figure 2.4.D).

Finally, the above changes caused only minor effects on the density of ICa,L (Figure

2.4.F).

The reparameterization of the O’Hara-Rudy model for the Cav3-S141R mu-

tation is portrayed in Figure 2.5. To account for changes in ICa,L, the Cav3-S141R

model increased the current density by 27% and shifted the steady state activation

curve −6 mV (Figure 2.5.A). The density of the INa,L was doubled to account for

previously published effects of Cav3-S141R (Figure 2.5.B).
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Figure 2.5: Reparameterization of the O’Hara-Rudy model for the
Cav3-S141R mutation. (A) The O’Hara-Rudy ICa,L model was adjusted
to match the Cav3-S141R experimental data by increasing the peak current
and shifting the steady state inactivation cure more negative. (B) INa,L

conductance was doubled in the Cav3-S141R model.

In Figure 2.6 the results from the reparameterized action potential models

demonstrate that both mutations prolong the APD. APD prolongation at 1000

ms cycle length was greater for the Cav3-F97C mutation (2.6.A) compared to the

Cav3-S141R mutation (Figure 2.6.B). For the Cav3-F97C mutation, these APD

effects were consistent across pacing rates and similar for endocardial and epicardial

paramterizations of the O’Hara-Rudy model (Figure 2.6.C). For the Cav3-S141R

mutation, there appear to be a increase in the APD prolongation in the endocardial

version of the cell model at slow rates (Figure 2.6.D).

Virtually ablating the effect of one of the currents while leaving the others

intact can allows the relative contributions to APD prolongation to be identified. The

action potential prolongation in the Cav3-F97C model was dominated by the ICa,L

effect and the decrease in Ito density had very minimal impact (Figure ??.E). For the

Cav3-S141R model, however, the ICa,L and INa,L contributed more equally (Figure

2.6.E).
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Discussion

The identification of ion channels that localize to caveolae has brought attention

to the role of this microdomain in cardiac excitability [BFH+06b, YLLS02a, BFW+08].

Initial experiments with the LQT9 Cav3 mutations, Cav3-F97C and Cav3-S141R,

demonstrated an increase in sodium channel late current (INa,L) [CVV+13]. Increased

late INa can leads to calcium overload through reverse mode Na/Ca exchanger, diastolic

dysfunction due to hyperactivated myofilaments, and electrophysiological instability

due to prolongation of APD with early after depolarizations (EAD) and delayed after

depolarizations (DAD) [GKK+15]. Also, F97C prolongs repolarization by decreasing

Kir2.1 current density. Kir2.1 loss of function is additive to the increase described

in late INa [VVS+13]. However, it was unclear whether these LQT9 mutations affect

other caveolar ion channels. Our study showed the new effect of Cav3 on potassium

channels generating Ito,f and L-type Ca+ channels and confirmed the previous data

on the role of F97C and S141R mutations of Cav3 on regulation of cardiac APD.

Results from the computational models of both mutations demonstrated action

potential prolongation. This is consistent with the expected effects of the mutations

and the clinical observation of long QT interval in patients carrying the mutation.

The Cav3-F97C mutation model had a stronger effect on APD than the modeled

Cav3-S141R mutation. Interestingly, Cav3-F97C mutation effect on ICa,L was primarily

responsible for the action potential effects, and the large decrease in Ito had minimal

effect. In rodents such as the mouse with strong repolarization currents and short,

triangular action potentials, strengthening the Ito current shortens the action potential

and decreasing Ito prolongs action potential. However, in large mammals with an

action potential plateau and longer action potential, the interaction of Ito with APD
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is more complex. Ito plays a critical role in determining the plateau potential,

and strengthening Ito can strengthen ICa,L and actually prolong the action potential

duration [ZXW+12]. These types of complex, non-linear interaction are a reminder

for why mathematical modeling is useful when interpreting results from ion channels.
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Chapter 3

High-order finite element methods

for cardiac monodomain

simulations

3.1 Introduction

Detailed tissue-scale cardiac electrophysiology simulations are commonly used to

investigate the dynamics and mechanisms of arrhythmias [SXS+09, MZY+11, Tra14]

and drive electromechanical simulations [CHAS+09] [ASKV+11, NPC+11, Tra11].

Beyond the inherent physiological complexity, these models pose numerous numerical

and computational challenges. For example, insufficient spatial resolution can lead to

spurious behavior including artifactual breakup of reentrant waves [KSK13], a lack

of wavebreak [BOCF08], or pinning of reentrant rotors to the computational grid

[FCHE02]. Thus, independent verification of electrophysiology solvers is essential,

particularly as models move closer to clinical applications.

50
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Niederer et al. [NKB+11] provided a benchmark model for cardiac monodomain

electrophysiology solvers that included anisotropic propagation and realistic human

ventricular action potential kinetics. Previous studies had suggested that discretization

to a spatial scale of 0.25 mm was sufficient for converged action potential propagation

[CF04, XQY+04, CP08]. However, in the community benchmark exercise, none of

the solution schemes were converged to within 5% of the consensus total activation

time with element edge lengths of 0.2 mm, and many methods, including all solvers

using hexahedral element meshes, deviated from the consensus solution by more than

10% at a spatial discretization of 0.1 mm [NKB+11]. This important report suggested

that reliable electrophysiology simulations may require more highly refined spatial

discretizations than previously thought.

The benchmark exercise also provided insight into the convergence behavior of

different numerical schemes. A subsequent investigation identified mass lumping as

the primary culprit for underestimated propagation speeds with larger spatial steps

or element sizes in several solvers [PBN+12]. Another study identified combinations

of lumping schemes and quadrature rules that provided somewhat more accurately

converged results with increased computational efficiency [KSK13]. High-order meth-

ods have been proposed to take advantage of their potential convergence benefits

[ABK12, ABK13, CYK+14]. However, these reports did not evaluate cubic Hermite

finite element schemes, which have long been popular for modeling cardiac geometry

[NLGSH91], electrophysiology [RM94a] and biomechanics [CHW+96].

Here we use the 2011 benchmark problem and a biventricular model to examine

the convergence of a Galerkin finite element formulation of the monodomain problem

using three types of elements on hexahedra: tri-linear Lagrange, tri-cubic Hermite,
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and new cubic order Hermite-style serendipity elements. The serendipity element has

significantly fewer basis functions than the tri-cubic element but still conforms to

recent mathematical theory regarding cubic order convergence [AA11, AA14, Gil14].

The convergence of numerical electrophysiology solutions depends not only on

element size but also on other properties including the conductivity [PBS93, RM94a]

and ion channel kinetics [BVP02]. These intuitive relationships are commonly used to

tune conduction velocity [CHR+13] and have been leveraged to reduce computational

expense [BVP02]. However, the relationship between these parameters and convergence

is not commonly reported. Therefore, we sought a dimensionless parameter that

combines these properties into a more appropriate determinate of convergence than

line length alone. We found that a version of the Thiele modulus, well known in

transport theory as the ratio between the characteristic rates of reaction and diffusion

[Thi39, HR14], is a more complete metric to describe discretization error and solution

stability in monodomain simulations. Finally, we used this dimensionless number to

better define the convergence criteria and compare the relative performance of each

basis type for a modeling application where the activation pattern is required and

strict numerical convergence is not essential.

3.2 Methods and Models

Governing Equation – the Monodomain Equation

Electrical impulse propagation in the heart is commonly modeled using either

the bidomain equation [Tun78] or the monodomain equationn[KS98]. Here, as in

Niederer et al. [NKB+11], we consider the monodomain equation. This reaction-
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diffusion type parabolic partial differential equation (PDE) is derived from the cable

equation and states the conservation of charge. The “reaction” portion of the mon-

odomain equation is a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that represent

the flux of ions across the myocyte membrane, and the “diffusion” portion of the

monodomain equation is a PDE that represents the spread of current through gap

junctions and across cardiac tissue. The monodomain equation is as follows:

χ

(
Cm

∂u

∂t
+ Iionic(u)

)
= ∇ · σ∇u (3.1)

where u is the transmembrane potential, σ is the conductivity tensor, Iionic is the

current due to the flow of ions through channels in the cell membrane, Cm is the

specific capacitance of the cell membrane, and χ is the surface area to volume ratio.

Iionic is described by a system of ODEs where the current is a function of the voltage

u, channel gating states, and other state variables.

Basis Functions

A Galerking finite element method was used for spatial discretization of the

monodomain equation. The convergence of this numerical method with three types of

finite element interpolation functions were evaluated: C0 continuous linear Lagrange

interpolation in trilinear hexahedral elements with 8 nodes and 8 degrees of freedom;

C1 continuous cubic Hermite interpolation in tricubic hexahedral elements with 8

nodes and 64 degrees of freedom; and newly derived C0 continuous cubic Hermite-style

“serendipity” interpolation in tricubic Hermite elements that preserve agreement of the

partial derivatives along mesh edges with 8 nodes and 32 degrees of freedom.
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Serendipity spaces allow for a reduction in the number of degrees of freedom in

a finite element problem while retaining the maximum order of convergence under

appropriate regularity of the solution. Arnold et al. recently demonstrated that

only superlinear monomials up to and including the degree p are sufficient conditions

for p-order convergence [AA11, AA14]. The superlinear degree of a monomial is

its total degree, but ignoring any variables that appear with linear order. More

recently, cubic Hermite-style serendipity basis functions were derived [Gil14], which

are employed in the current work. The two-dimensional and three-dimensional cubic

Hermite-style serendipity basis functions are provided in Supplementary Material.

For the quadrilateral element, the number of degrees of freedom is reduced from

16 for bicubic Hermite interpolation to 12 for the bicubic Hermite-style serendipity

interpolation; for the hexahedral element, the number is reduced from 64 to 32. For

brevity, we will hereafter refer to cubic Hermite-style serendipity basis functions as

“serendipity Hermite”.

Cell Thiele Modulus

For reaction-diffusion problems, the Thiele modulus, used in chemical engineer-

ing, describes the ratio of the rate of reaction to the rate of diffusion [Thi39, HR14].

Analogous to the local or cell Péclet number for advection diffusion problems [BH82,

PTH02, Qua09], we define the dimensionless cell Thiele modulus (φc) as the ratio of

the discretization length to the characteristic length of the monodomain equation with

the form:

φc ≡ h

√
k

D
(3.2)
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where k is the reaction rate (normalized dV/dtmax, defined as dV/dtmax of

the single cell ionic model divided the action potential amplitude), h is the mean

element edge length, and D is the diffusivity along an eigenaxes of the conductivity

tensor. A derivation of the cell Thiele modulus from the non-dimensionalization of

the monodomain equation is provided in Supplementary Material .

Solution Scheme

Operator splitting [SLT05] was employed to separate the reaction (ODE) and

diffusion (PDE) components of the monodomain equation and solve them in series.

The system of ODEs representing the cell ionic model was first updated using a

single-iteration backwards Euler solver [Lio10] with a fixed sub-stepping time step

of 0.001 ms. The ODEs were evaluated at each Gauss-Legendre quadrature point in

the computational mesh, and these calculations were accelerated by solving them on

an NVIDIA GPU. The voltages at the quadrature points were then projected onto

the basis functions. Thereafter, the coefficients defining the updated nodal voltages

and their spatial derivatives were determined by solving the global linear system. A

backwards Euler scheme with a fixed time step of 0.01 ms was employed for the PDE,

and the linear solver was a conjugate gradient method implemented in PyTrilinos

[SSH08] using incomplete LU factorization for the preconditioner. Finally, the updated

voltage solution was evaluated at the quadrature points before the next time step.

The solver was implemented in the publicly available Continuity 6 1 software package,

which previously used a collocation finite element method to solve the monodomain

equation [RM94a].

1www.continuity.ucsd.edu
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Meshes and Simulations

Numerical experiments were performed on three test problems. All simulations

used the 2006 ten Tusscher cell ionic model [tP06] as described in the benchmark

study [NKB+11], except as noted.

The first test problem was the benchmark problem defined by Niederer et al.

[NKB+11]. The mesh comprised a 20.0 × 7.0 × 3.0 mm cuboid of simulated cardiac

tissue. The conductivity was transversely anisotropic with a conductivity of 0.133

mS/mm in the fiber direction (parallel to the long axis) and 0.0176 mS/mm along the

other axes. A stimulus (2 ms at 50,000 µAcm−3) was applied to a 1.5 mm cube in one

corner of the mesh. The error in the total activation time was computed from the

midpoint of the consensus solution presented by Niederer et al. (42.75 ms).

The second test problem was a simplified version of the 2011 benchmark that

produced a planar propagating wavefront. A uniform stimulus (2 ms at 50,000 µAcm−3)

was applied to one end of the mesh, and average conduction velocity was measured

using the activation times at 20 and 80% along the long axis of the mesh to avoid

boundary effects. A series of nested cuboid meshes of the same aspect ratio was used

to compare solutions across a large range of element edge lengths (0.05–8.0 mm) and

nearly five orders of magnitude in degrees of freedom. This range was not possible by

simple refinement of a single mesh. The conduction velocity measured using 0.05 mm

cubic Hermite solution was used as the reference solution (0.62 m/s).

Finally, simulations were also performed in a three-dimensional anatomic model

of the human ventricles using a previously published human biventricular geometry

generated using clinical computed tomography data from a patient with left bundle

branch block and dyssynchronous heart failure [VKS+14] . The transversely isotropic
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conductivity was 0.0346 mS/mm in the fiber direction and 0.00494 mS/mm in the

cross-fiber and sheet directions. A stimulus (2 ms at 50,000 µAcm−3) was applied

to a small region on the endocardium of the right ventricular free wall to simulate

endocardial pacing.

3.3 Results

Verification of our electrophysiology solver was performed using the benchmark

problem. As the mesh was refined and the element edge length decreased, the

solutions computed using linear Lagrange, serendipity Hermite, and cubic Hermite

basis functions all converged to the consensus solution presented in the benchmark

paper (Figure 3.1). At an element edge length of 0.2 mm, the error in the total

activation times were 11.5, 4.7, and 1.5% using linear Lagrange, serendipity Hermite,

and cubic Hermite elements, respectively. With a 0.1 mm element edge length, the

linear Lagrange solver had an error in total activation time of 1.1% and both the

serendipity Hermite and cubic Hermite solutions had errors of 0.1% and were within the

uncertainty of the consensus solution. All three schemes converged from propagation

speeds that were too fast.

Next, the convergence behavior of the three basis types was examined in more

detail using the second test problem with planar wavefront propagation. Here, the

serendipity Hermite solutions converged with fewer total degrees of freedom than the

cubic and linear solutions (Figure 3.2). Solutions using the same number of cubic

Hermite and serendipity Hermite elements were almost identical for this test problem.

Since numerical solutions of the monodomain model depend on membrane

kinetics and monodomain conductivity as well as spatial discretization, we compared
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.1: A comparison of the electrophysiology solvers presented
in the Niederer benchmark paper. (A) Total activation time for simula-
tions using cubic Hermite (black), cubic Hermite-style serendipity (red), and
linear Lagrange (blue) elements all converge to the consensus total activation
time (broken black line) for the cardiac electrophysiology benchmark problem.
Gray lines represent solutions from the other solvers presented in Niederer
et al. [NKB+11]. Hexahedral (box), tetrahedral (triangle), or regular grid
(circle) meshes are indicated by the marker style. In (B) the results are
presented as the percent error in the total activation time.
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Figure 3.2: Cubic Hermite-style serendipity elements (red) con-
verge better per degree of freedom than conventional cubic Her-
mite (black) or linear Lagrange (blue) elements.

solutions to the second test problem using eight element sizes, three diffusivities (D =

0.0126, 0.0953, and 0.953 mm2/ms), two ionic models with different membrane kinetics

(the ten Tusscher and Panfilov 2006 human ventricular myocyte model [tP06] with

a normalized dV/dtmax of 2.47 ms−1 and the Beeler and Reuter [BR77] ventricular

myocyte model with a normalized dV/dtmax of 1.38 ms−1). Figure 3.3 demonstrates

that the convergence error for these simulations is an almost unique function of cell

Thiele modulus for each element type. A cell Thiele Modulus of 1.0 resulted in an

error in the conduction velocity of approximately 0.1% with Hermite basis functions

compared with 4% with linear Lagrange basis functions.

Non-physiological oscillations were observed in unconverged solutions (Figure

3.4.A). The amplitude of these oscillations, measured as the maximum negative

deviation from resting membrane potential before the action potential upstroke, was

a function of the cell Thiele modulus (Figure 3.4.B). However, this relationship was
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Figure 3.3: The relationship between cell Thiele modulus and con-
duction velocity error is nearly constant for each basis function
type. Symbol color indicates interpolation type:cubic Hermite (black), cu-
bic Hermite serendipity (red), and linear Lagrange (blue). Filled symbols
represent solutions using the ten Tusscher [tP06] cellular ionic model and
open symbols represent solutions using the Beeler-Reuter cellular ionic model
[BR77]. Diffusivity is represent by symbol shape: D = 0.0126 mm2/msec
(boxes), D = 0.0953mm2/msec (circles), D = 0.953mm2/msec (triangles).
Element lengths ranged from 0.05 to 4.0 mm.
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much more non-linear than the relationship between conduction velocity error and cell

Thiele modulus. The oscillation amplitude decreased sharply to zero around φc = 4.0

for the cubic Hermite and serendipity Hermite basis functions and were completely

eliminated at φc . 1.0.

Finally, we sought to determine convergence criteria for electrophysiology

solutions when only activation patterns rather than absolute conduction times are

needed. This need arises commonly in patient-specific modeling, where the total

activation time is known (e.g., from a measured QRS duration or electrocardiological

mapping), but the conductivity is unknown. Electrical propagation in a patient-

derived human biventricular mesh was simulated at four levels of spatial refinement

resulting in simulations with an average cell Thiele modulus in the primary direction

of propagation of 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0 for the four mesh refinements. For this exercise,

the simulation using cubic Hermite elements with φc = 1.0 was considered fully

converged. Activation times in the three less-converged simulations were compared to

the converged activation times at node locations from the coarsest mesh (Figure 3.5.A).

Since propagation of the high cell Thiele modulus simulations was too fast, the total

activation time for those simulations was scaled to give a regression line with a slope

of 1.0. The Bland-Altman plot in Figure 3.5.B comparing the scaled activation times

and the fully converged activation times identifies a pattern of outliers (> 2 standard

deviations) that were too fast compared with the fully converged solution. These

outliers were located in the basal right ventricular free wall. The root-mean-squared

(RMS) error between fully converged activation pattern and the scaled unconverged

activation patterns decreases as the cell Thiele modulus decreases toward 1.0 for all

three interpolation methods (Figure 3.5.C). The RMS error was less than 5 ms for all
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.4: Non-physiological oscillations were seen in unconverged
solutions. (A) Here t = 0ms is set to the activation time of the fully converged
(φc = 1.0) solution. (B) The amplitude of these oscillations is a function of
the cell Thiele modulus. Symbol color indicates element type: cubic Hermite
(black), cubic Hermite-style serendipity (red), and linear Lagrange (blue).
Filled symbols represent solutions using the ten Tusscher [tP06] cellular ionic
model and open symbols represent solutions using the Beeler-Reuter cellular
ionic model [BR77]. Diffusivity is represent by symbol shape: D = 0.0126
mm2/msec (boxes)), D = 0.0953mm2/msec (circles), D = 0.953mm2/msec
(triangles). Element lengths ranged from 0.05 to 4.0 mm.
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unconverged simulations and twice the RMS error was less than 5 ms for the φc = 2.0

and φc = 4.0 simulations with cubic Hermite elements, the φc = 2.0 and φc = 1.0

simulations with serendipity Hermite elements, and the φc = 1.0 simulation with

the linear Lagrange elements. This error is comparable to the lowest uncertainly in

clinically measured activation times[GBGS+11, VKS+14]. Figure 3.5.D demonstrates

that the high-order methods also have smaller RMS error than the linear elements on

a degree of freedom basis.

3.4 Discussion

The above results are in agreement with previous studies demonstrating higher

convergence rates with cubic Hermite and other high-order basis functions [RCM97,

ABK12, CYK+14] . The application of cubic Hermite-style serendipity basis functions

and the cell Thiele modulus to the cardiac electrophysiology problem are, to our

knowledge, novel contributions.

The solutions to the cardiac electrophysiology benchmark problem converged

to the consensus total activation time and compare favorably to the other solvers

reported by Niederer et al. [NKB+11]. The behavior of the linear Lagrange solution

suggests the convergence of hexahedral element meshes is not limited by their element

choice. The slow conduction velocities exhibited at larger spatial scales by all of the

solvers using hexahedral element meshes in the Niederer et al. paper were likely due to

their choice of mass lumping as suggested by Pathmanathan et al. [PBN+12] , and not

the type of element. Solutions obtained using cubic Hermite and serendipity Hermite

basis functions had substantially less error in total activation time at the same spatial

discretization compared with our linear Lagrange solution and with solutions from the
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(D)(C)

(A) (B)

Figure 3.5: Convergence results on a physiological mesh. (A) Activa-
tion times from three unconverged electrophysiology simulations using cubic
Hermite elements (black, φc = 2.0; blue, φc = 4.0; and red, φc = 8.0) are plot-
ted against activation times at the same location on the mesh of a converged
(φc = 1.0) reference solution. Regression lines are shown for each unconverged
solution as a broken line. The activation times in the unconverged location
were scaled so that regression line had a slope of 1.0. (B) These scaled
activation times are compared with the converged activation times using a
Bland-Altman plot where solid lines represent the mean difference between
the two solutions and the broken lines are two standard deviations in the
residuals from the regression line. (C) The root mean squared (RMS) error
between the unconverged and fully converged activation patterns decreases
with the cell Thiele modulus of the simulation. (D) The high-order methods
have a smaller RMS error compared to the linear method on a degree of
freedom basis particularly as the size of the problem increases.
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solvers tested by Niederer et al. [NKB+11]. At 0.5 mm element size, Hermite solutions

were as close to the consensus solution as most of the other solvers achieved at 0.1 mm

discretization. This is unsurprising due to their additional degrees of freedom, but it

also suggests that the 0.1 mm element edge length recommended by the benchmark

exercise may be an overly stringent criterion. Results from Krishnamoorthi et al.

[KSK13] suggest that our choice to integrate the cell ionic model at the Gauss-Legendre

points (as opposed to at the nodes) was responsible for fast conduction in unconverged

solutions in contrast to most of the solvers used in the benchmarking exercise.

A direct comparison of the three element types demonstrated that solutions

using serendipity Hermite basis function have a convergence advantage per degree of

freedom compared with linear Lagrange and cubic Hermite elements. These new cubic

Hermite-style serendipity methods, applied to the cardiac electrophysiology problem

for the first time here, balance the convergence benefits of high-order interpolation

with lower computational demands.

Discussions of convergence criteria in cardiac electrophysiology simulations have

focused on the element edge lengths [RM94a, CP08, NKB+11] despite a well-known

dependence of the solutions on the conductivity[PBS93] [CHR+13] (Pollard et al.,

1993; Rogers et al., 1997; Costa et al., 2013) and the stiffness of the cellular ODE model

[BVP02] . We have introduced a new dimensionless parameter analogous to the Thiele

modulus from mass transport theory that can be used to specify convergence criteria.

The cell Thiele modulus compares the discretization length to the characteristic length

of the monodomain equation. The characteristic length of the monodomain equation

is the square root of reaction rate over the diffusivity (see Supplementary Material).

For simplified ionic currents where the reaction rate is clearly defined (i.e., the bistable
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equation where the ionic model is a cubic function), the characteristic length is the

width of the propagating wavefront. Rescaling the non-linear ionic current component

monodomain equation is more complex with a realistic cellular model, and we have

defined the rate of reaction as the normalized dV/dtmax of the ionic model with units of

ms−1. Alternatively, the reaction rate could be selected as the maximum time-varying

conductance of the fast sodium channel (gna(u); units of pS/nF or equivalently ms−1).

This would shift the cell Thiele modulus results but not change the relationship as

dV/dtmax and gna(u)max are closely related. The components of this metric are often

reported in papers, but in isolation they provide an incomplete description of the

convergence. The cell Thiele modulus is more complete measure of the numerical

convergence and stability.

We demonstrated that the cell Thiele modulus is proportional to the wave speed

error and can be used to determine the presence of non-physiological oscillations in

poorly converged solutions. The sharp decrease in oscillation amplitude with decreasing

cell Thiele modulus and the corresponding low wave speed errors suggest that a lack

of oscillations is a good criterion for convergence. The oscillations are a manifestation

of the Gibbs phenomenon [GS97]. Methods to eliminate these oscillations include

mass lumping and modified ODE integration schemes [TZMSS14] . It has been

suggested that these methods may not improve the underlying numerical stability of

the solutions [GL81]. The cell Thiele modulus threshold where oscillations disappear

is dependent on the order of the solution scheme. Our results suggest that a cell Thiele

modulus of 3.0 is a reliable convergence and stability criterion when using the Hermite

and serendipity Hermite elements and a cell Thiele modulus of 1.0 is sufficient for

linear Lagrange elements. Additionally, by quantifying the discretization error and
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solution stability (i.e., the presence or absence of oscillations), the cell Thiele modulus

could provide reasonable bounds during parameterization or optimization and could

help guide adaptive schemes especially in the presence or anisotropic conduction or

heterogeneous conductivities.

The small spatial discretization often cited for fully converged solutions can

become computationally limiting particularly for applications such as patient-specific

modeling [VKS+14], that may necessitate parameter optimizations requiring hundreds

or thousands of simulations. In these problems the total activation time is known

whereas the conductivity is typically unknown and the available data may be too limited

to allow highly detailed representations of the conducting system, ionic currents or

tissue microstructure. We found that fully converged electrophysiology solutions were

not required to obtain activation patterns to within clinically practical tolerances when

the total activation time was known. For test simulations in a human biventricular

model, activation patterns with RMS errors less than 2.5 ms were obtained using a

cell Thiele modulus as high as 4.0 with cubic Hermite elements. The greatest errors

were found on the basal right ventricular free wall where activation was mainly due to

crossfiber conduction.

The simulations run at a high cell Thiele modulus can provide a reliable

activation pattern but cannot guarantee biophysical fidelity due to the presence of

oscillations. The utility of such simulations is therefore limited to applications such

as the one described above where only the activation pattern is required. Other

computational approaches to determine activation patterns, such as eikonal methods

[PTH02], could be considered for this application. However, the monodomain solutions

may be preferred especially if they are part of a coarse grain parameter optimization for
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subsequent fine grain simulations. Finally, the specific solution scheme presented here

may not be optimal for conduction velocity tuning schemes as increased discretization

error speeds up propagation necessitating decreased conductivities, and decreasing

the conductivity to account for fast conduction will further increase the cell Thiele

modulus

Limitations

The above results compare the numerical convergence for an electrophysiology

solver using different basis functions. However, the rate of numerical convergence is

not the only consideration when comparing solution schemes. High-order Hermite

methods are necessarily more complex to implement, and the optimal selection of a

preconditioner for the linear system arising from the use of high-order methods is a

long-standing issue in numerical analysis due to the poor condition number (relative to

linear methods). The generation of high quality cubic Hermite hexahedral meshes for

cardiac geometries from medical imaging data is a challenging problem and the resulting

workflows may be more complex than automated methods for linear tetrahedral meshes

[ZLM+12, GSK+13]. Simulation time is also an important consideration, particularly

for clinical applications. However, solution times are dependent on hardware, code

optimization and architecture. The accuracy and stability of a numerical scheme

as presented here on a degree of freedom basis is independent of the performance

of a specific solver. Finally, as discussed in Costa et al. [CHR+13] , uncertainties

introduced by numerical error may be minimal relative to the uncertainties in the

parameterization of the models from physiological data. However, numerical error

is problematic in biophysically detailed studies, as instabilities (i.e., the oscillations
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observed in Figure 3.4) will alter the cellular dynamics.

3.5 Conclusions

The current analysis demonstrates that very small spatial discretizations (0.1

mm) are not necessarily required for well converged cardiac electrophysiology simula-

tions under a variety of conditions. High-order cubic Hermite and cubic Hermite-style

serendipity elements reached converged solutions with fewer degrees of freedom and

longer element edge lengths than traditional linear elements. We suggest that since

convergence also depends on membrane kinetics and conductivity parameters, the cell

Thiele modulus is a more useful metric for determining solution convergence than

element size alone. Finally, we found that clinically useful activation patterns can

be obtained from cardiac electrophysiology solutions that are not close to being fully

converged in situations such as patient-specific modeling where the total activation

time is known a priori.
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The three-dimensional cubic Hermite-style serendipity basis functions are

provided below for parametric coordinates ξ1, ξ2, and ξ3 each on the interval [0,1]

3.7 Appendix I

Below is a derivation of the cell Thiele modulus by non-dimensionalization of

the monodomain equation. We begin with the monodomain equation:

χ

(
Cm

∂u

∂t
+ Iionic(u)

)
=

∂

∂x

(
σ
∂u

∂x

)
(3.3)

We then scale the monodomain equation by the characteristic time, τm, and charac-

teristic length, λm:

t→ t

τm
(3.4)

∂u

∂t
→ 1

τm

∂u

∂t
(3.5)

x→ x

λm
(3.6)

∂2u

∂x2
→ 1

λm

∂2u

∂x2
(3.7)

Replacing the nonlinear ionic current term with a normalized current term,
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f(u), and the maximum rate of reaction, k.

Iionic(u) = kf(u) (3.8)

and substituting back into the monodomain equation we obtain:

1

kτm

∂u

∂t
+ f(u) =

1

kCmχλ2m
σ
∂2u

∂x2
(3.9)

The conductivity tensor can be replaced by the diffusivity in direction of wave pro-

pogation, D.

D =
1

Cmχ
σn · n (3.10)

The characteristic time constant and characteristic length constant can then be selected

to nondimensionalize the monodomain equation.

τm =
1

k
(3.11)

λm =

√
D

k
(3.12)

∂u

∂t
+ f(u) =

∂2u

∂x2
(3.13)

Finally, we define the cell Thiele modulus as the ratio of the discretization length, h,

to the characteristic length.

φc ≡
h

λm
= h

√
k

D
(3.14)



Chapter 4

Structural contributions to

fibrillatory rotors in a

patient-derived computational

model of the atria

4.1 Introduction

The mechanisms by which atrial fibrillation (AF) initiates, sustains, and can be

eliminated have been the subject of extensive investigation[SVKG11, Jal11, TDI09].

The local source hypothesis attributes persistent and permanent AF to a small number

of sources including reentrant rotors or focal beats [Jal03, PJ13]. Recent computational

mapping studies have revealed rotors or focal drivers in nearly all patients with wide

presentations of AF [NKR12, NKS+12], in multicentre studies of Focal Impulse and

Rotor Mapping (FIRM)[SEH+12, MKS+14]. Although such AF rotors precess in

72
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limited spatial areas for prolonged periods of time[NKER12, NSK+13], the conditions

that permit such precession (minimal meander) are unclear. Clinical observations

suggest that rotors may preferentially locate to discontinuities in the fibre architecture,

particularly in the right atrium [KOK+98, SQAC+02], and recent clinical studies show

that human atria exhibit considerable fibrosis and scar outside the pulmonary veins

that may contribute to the mechanisms for AF in many patients [MWH+14].

Here we use a computational model to examine rotor behaviour in a realistic

human atrial geometry. We demonstrate that meandering rotors can become tran-

siently or permanently trapped by abrupt discontinuities in the fibre architecture.

Furthermore, modelling of progressively larger regions of inexcitable tissue near the

rotor core at the fibre discontinuity to simulate fibrosis or scar can anchor a meandering

rotor, converting fibrillation to excitable gap reentry (macro-reentry). Macro-reentry

may then terminate via established approaches including invasion of the excitable gap

by external waves.

4.2 Methods

A male patient with a history of persistent AF was referred to the VA San

Diego Healthcare System. He gave informed consent to participate in an Institutional

Review Board-approved research study. He underwent a computed tomography (CT)

study to evaluate atrial structure. At electrophysiology study, he underwent FIRM

mapping, which uses phase-based algorithms to identify sources during AF (Topera,

Inc.) [NKR12]. Focal Impulse and Rotor Mapping maps indicated a rotor in the lateral

right atrial wall and a concurrent left atrial focal source (Figure 4.1), as previously

reported [NKC+13].
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Figure 4.1: Example of focal impulse and rotor mapping (FIRM)
reveals two independent sources: an AF rotor in an unconventional lateral RA
location and a concurrent left atrial focal source. Orientation right atrium:
Top, superior vena cava; Left, lateral tricuspid. Left atrium: Top, superior
mitral annulus. AF rotor in lateral RA on patient-specific electroanatomic
shell. The right atrial AF rotor was the basis for subsequent modeling.
Modified from Narayan et al. [NKS+12]
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The CT images, combined with consensus literature fibre orientations and

regional wall thicknesses, were used to construct a one element thick tricubic Hermite

finite element model as described previously [GSK+13]. This three-dimensional biatrial

model was used for Galerkin finite element simulations of the monodomain equation

using high-order cubic Hermite basis functions for the geometric and dependent

variables. The electrophysiology model had 19 359 nodes, 154 872 degrees of freedom,

and a mean element edge length of 1.9 mm. Operator splitting was used to simplify

calculations, and a time step of 0.1 ms was used to solve the partial differential

equation while the ordinary differential equations corresponding to the cellular ionic

model were solved with a time step of 0.01 ms. Conductivities spanning two orders

of magnitudes have been used to simulate electrical propagation in the atria; in

the present work, the specific conductivity tensor was transversely isotropic with

components: Dfibre = 0.9 mm2/ms, and Dcross−fibre = 0.1 mm2/ms for normal atrial

propagation and Dfibre = 0.4 mm2/ms, and Dcross−fibre = 0.1 mm2/ms to account

for decreased anisotropy of conduction seen with pathological remodelling during AF

[KKS+02]. Point stimulus in the region of the sinoatrial node with these diffusivities

gave rise to a total biatrial activation time of ∼130 ms with the Fenton–Karma

ionic model (typical p-wave durations are 80 ms, and customarily are longer in

patients with atrial enlargement, as is the case here). The total activation time

differed by < 5% from the total activation time computed using a more refined

model (114 670 nodes, 919 760 degrees of freedom). In a simple cuboid mesh with

the same ionic model and conductivity parameters as the atrial electrophysiology

simulations, the conduction velocity measured when the mesh was discretized to

the same mean element edge length as the atrial model were within 0.5% of the
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converged conduction velocity measured using a 0.1-mm element edge length. The

base parameter set used for the Fenton–Karma model was parameter set 1 in Fenton

et al [FK98]. The excitability value of the model could be adjusted by the parameter

gfi—increasing (decreasing) excitability also caused the action potential duration to

increase (decrease) by increasing (decreasing) magnitude of the fast inward current.

The value used for gfi was 2.95, except as noted because this gave rise to reentrant

rotors with frequency approximately equal to that observed of the reentrant rotors

in the patient (5 Hz). Action potential morphology (Figure 4.5.C) was dependent

both on the ionic model parameters (e.g. gfi) and the source-sink relationship along

the rotor. In the simulations below, rotors were initialized with broken waves by

depolarizing a line of tissue and altering the initial conditions on one side of the

stimulus to make that region refractory [RM94b]. Structural remodelling (fibrosis and

scarring) was simulated by decreasing the excitability in the scar region to zero and

setting the diffusivities to one-tenth of their original value. Finally, it should also be

noted that the atrial model is static–i.e. its mechanics are not being considered.

4.3 Results

The computational model of action potential propagation on a realistic human

atrial geometry was first used to investigate how normal physiology in the atria (vs.

pathologic remodelling) might prevent a broken wave from stabilizing as a rotor. With

normal cellular excitability, action potential duration (APD), conduction velocity and

conduction anisotropy, a broken wave on the lateral wall of the right atrium was

unable to sustain a rotor. Images from a representative simulation are presented in

Figure 4.2.A. Owing to the extended wave tail of the physiological action potential, the
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wavefront collided with the refractory wavetail causing it to extinguish. Even with an

inexcitable region about which to rotate (data not shown), normal myocyte properties

prevented a localized source from forming. An anisotropy ratio of nine still prevented

the broken wave from sustaining a rotor (Figure 4.2.B) despite shortening the APD

and effective refractory period (ERP) to broadly simulate the cellular remodelling

seen in AF. Subsequent simulations all used an anisotropy ratio of four and reduced

gfi to emulate AF remodelling as these parameters consistently maintained rotors

(Figure 4.2.C). Importantly, the conduction velocity in the primary fibre direction was

reduced by 47% with these modified parameters.

In Figure 4.2.C, a rotor initiated with a broken wave drifted towards the

tricuspid valve orifice. The circumferential fibres about the orifice did not allow the

spiral to continue rightward and annihilate at the valve orifice but instead pulled

the spiral away from the boundary and allowed it to pivot back towards the fibre

discontinuity and become transiently attached at the interface between the adjacent

fibre regions (continued in Figure 4.3.A). The rotor continued to meander in the

superior–inferior direction for the remainder of the 5 s simulation (Figure 4.3.B),

similar to the behaviour observed clinically in this patient (Figure 4.1). In simulations

lacking this fibre discontinuity (not shown), the rotor did not become transiently fixed

to this region, and instead meandered to the posterior right atrium.

Rotors that meandered to the posterior right atrium were often trapped near

the crista terminalis. Figure 4.4 depicts two rotors that meandered across the posterior

right atrium and became trapped by the abrupt change in the fibre architecture and

wall thickness at the crista terminalis. The counter-clockwise rotor in Figure 4.4.A was

confined to the discontinuity near the superior vena cava for 2000 ms before precessing
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Figure 4.2: Action potential duration, effective refractory period,
and conduction anisotropy all protect normal atrial tissue from
sustaining a rotor from a broken wave on the lateral wall of the
right atrium. (A) With healthy atrial parameters the broken wave runs into
its wave tail. The normal atrial action potential has an extended repolarization
phase (phase 3), which prohibits formation of reentry, especially at resting
activation rates. (B) Despite decreased APD, an anisotropy ratio of nine
still prevents the broken wave sustaining a rotor. (C) Decreasing cellular
APD together with a decreased anisotropy ratio of four readily permits rotor
maintenance. Red and yellow regions are depolarized cardiac tissue while blue
regions are quiescent. Orientation: lateral right atrial view; Top, superior
vena cava; Right, lateral tricuspid.
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Figure 4.3: Fiber discontinuities help to stabilize a meandering
rotor. (A) A broken wave on the lateral wall of the right atrium sustains
a rotor. After briefly meandering towards the posterior RA, the rotor was
pulled to the fiber discontinuity surrounding the tricuspid valve annulus. (B)
The rotor precessed inferiorly along the fiber discontinuity and anchoring
transiently to it repeatedly for the remainder of the five-second simulation.
Orientation: lateral right atrial view; Top, superior vena cava; Right, lateral
tricuspid.
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Figure 4.4: Fiber discontinuities can trap a meandering rotor. Ro-
tors drifting across the posterior right atrium were pulled to the fiber dis-
continuity at the crista terminalis. (A) A couter-clockwise rotor became
trapped by the fiber discontinuity for ∼2000 ms before precessing inferiorly
along the crista terminalis. (B) A clockwise rotor became trapped by the
fiber discontinuity and remained there for the remainder of the five-second
simulation. Orientation: posterior right atrial view; Top, superior vena cava;
Right, lateral right atrium

inferiorly along the crista terminalis (Figure 4.4.C). A rotor with the opposite chirality

(Figure 4.4.B) became permanently affixed to this region. Interestingly, the counter-

clockwise rotor had a smaller precession area than the trapped clockwise rotor.

The impact of structural remodelling was now simulated by placing inexcitable

scar near the rotor core at the fibre discontinuity. After adding a scar near the

tricuspid valve annulus, the rotor meandered about the scar initially before converting

to stable macro-reentry about the inexcitable region (Figure 4.5). Broadly, the AF

remodelling parameters allowed a fibrillatory rotor to readily attach to inexcitable
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regions, causing conversion to stable excitable gap reentry or macro-reentry. Increasing

the size of the scar increased the path length for reentry and decreased its rotational

frequency (Figure 4.5.B). Similarly, the AF rotor near the crista terminalis became

fixed to simulated dense scar (Figure 4.6), again converting it to excitable gap reentry.

Again, increasing the size of the scar decreased the rotational frequency of the rotor.

Decreasing the frequency of the rotor increased its spatially excitable gap. In Figure

4.6, an external wave invaded the excitable gap and displaced reentry away from its

fixed location.

4.4 Discussion

This study provides insights into the relatively stable, precessing rotors recently

described during human AF in multicentre clinical studies. Our observations emphasize

the potential importance of structural features of the myocardium in rotor dynamics,

by showing that discontinuities in the fibre architecture and inexcitable regions can

constrain rotors transiently or persistently. Moreover, structural remodelling in the

form of scar or fibrosis near the centre of the rotor core can convert fibrillation to

excitable-gap reentry, which can be terminated.

The normal atria may be protected from AF by all of the following: the absence

of triggers, although recently challenged by data suggesting that triggers may exist for

decades in patients without clinical AF [DVM+13], the unlikelihood of wavebreak due

to protective conduction or repolarization dynamics [NKKR08, NFC+11, LSG+12],

and the absence of substrates for rotor maintenance or attachment. Our modelling

results support two protective mechanisms in the normal atria. First, the prolonged

spatial wavetail of an action potential in a normal atrial myocyte may prevent reentrant
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Figure 4.5: Structural remodeling (fibrosis, scar) simulated by plac-
ing an inexcitable region near the rotor core trapped the meander-
ing rotor from Figure 4.3 and converted it to stable macro-reentry.
In (A) the rotor initially meanders around the inexcitable region and eventually
becomes trapped indefinitely. This small scar area increased the rotational
frequency of the rotor to 8.5 Hz. Increasing scar area (B) decreased its
rotational frequency to 5.5 Hz. Decreasing the frequency also increased
the spatially excitable gap. Panel (C) demonstrates the action potential
morphology for a location between the inexcitable region and the tricuspid
valve annulus in (B). Orientation: lateral right atrial view; Top, superior vena
cava; Right, lateral tricuspid.
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Figure 4.6: Structural remodeling (fibrosis) near the crista termi-
nalis altered reentry dynamics and resulted in the rotor being dis-
placed. (A) The rotor displaced from the fiber discontinuity and attached
to the scar, with decreasing rotational frequency as in Figure 4.5. (B) The
increased spatially excitable gap permits a wave (driven by more rapid activity
originating in the left atrium) to impinge on the rotor core. Eventually the
rotor is displaced by the invading wavefront suggesting that regions of fibrosis
may enable the localized source to convert to macro-reentry with an excitable
gap. Orientation: posterior right atrial view; Top, superior vena cava; Right,
lateral right atrium
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rotor formation by causing conduction block and propagation failure when a broken

wave is pivoting (Figure 4.2.A) or in the process of anchoring about an inexcitable

region.

It is well known that ionic current remodelling promotes AF. Ionic currents

such as IK1 [ZGZH05] and ICaL [CBW+04] change in magnitude in AF, shortening

the ERP and APD. Specific ionic effects were not considered in the present study,

but others have demonstrated the importance of these changes in atrial myoyte ionic

current magnitudes on rotor dynamics in AF. Atienza et al. [AAM+06] demonstrated

that upregulated IK1 promotes AF stability by increasing rotor frequency in human

studies and simulations. Sarmast et al. [SKZ+03] showed that rotor frequencies

increase and AF stabilizes by increased IK,Ach in a cholinergic model of AF owing

to the shorter ERP and APD. It is well known that short ERP and APD, dynamic

oscillations in APD [NFC+11, NBKF02] and potentially steep rate response in APD

[NKKR08] can facilitate AF. It remains unclear under what conditions such AF can

terminate in healthy control subjects.

The above results also support a protective role for normal conduction anisotropy

and conduction velocity in preventing sustained rotor activity. The idea that normal

uniform anisotropy of conductivity could be anti-arrhythmic was first proposed by

Spach and Starmer [SS95]. In Figure 4.2.B, an anisotropy ratio of nine again causes

the wavefront to extinguish at the tricuspid valve orifice after running into its tail.

The large electrotonic loads near the rotor core present with increased anisotropy

may also prevent sustained rotors and the attachment of scroll waves to inexcitable

regions. Whether anisotropy ratio increases or decreases in AF is somewhat contro-

versial, but here we modelled the anisotropy ratio as decreased in AF. The rationale
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for this is the report of lateralization of connexin 43 in AF and a concomitant de-

crease in the anisotropy of apparent conduction velocity in intact tissue preparations

in AF [PHE+01]. Others have argued that anisotropy might increase, since it is

known that there is increased fibrotic septation between juxtaposed sheets of cells

[YHP+03]. These findings could be reconciled by the dependence of conduction

anisotropy not only on gap junction connections but also on the magnitude of the fast

inward sodium current, which may be depressed in AF [GBBAN97], disproportion-

ately decreasing the conduction velocity along the fibre axis. Recent clinical studies

demonstrate conduction slowing (restitution) with markedly anisotropic dynamics (i.e.

an abrupt shift in the vector of conduction slowing) immediately prior to AF onset

[LSG+12, SJW+09, MSH+03]. Further studies are required to elucidate the tissue

properties that underlie these mechanisms.

Clinical studies of FIRM demonstrate that rotors typically precess in areas

of 2 to 3 cm2 [NSK+13]. The numerical simulations presented in Figures 4.3 and

4.4 suggest that discontinuities in the fibre architecture could play a role in such

precession. Indeed, ongoing studies are exploring the relationship between rotor

precession mapped by FIRM and areas of well-known fibre discontinuities. The ease

with which rotors became trapped and converted into macro-reentry at sites of abrupt

discontinuity in fibre orientation, particularly at the crista terminalis, is also consistent

with previous clinical data. In 23 patients with suspected right atrial tachycardia,

Kalman et al. [KOK+98] identified 18 focal arrhythmias originating from the crista

terminalis with eight of these located in the high lateral region as in Figure 4.4.

Interestingly, three focal right atrial tachycardias were localized to the lateral side

of the triscuspid valve annulus as in this patient and Figure 4.3. Computationally,
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a recently published model of arrhythmias in a three-dimensional geometric model

of normal human atria incorporating fibre orientations and wall thicknesses derived

from the literature developed atrial flutter and a reentrant rotor in the high lateral

crista terminalis region after nearby burst pacing [TRVH+13]. Locally increased wall

thickness at the crista terminalis was visible in the CT imaging data of our patient, and

included in the geometric model [GSK+13]. Electrotonic effects due to this thickening

may theoretically aid in the permanent attachment of the rotor to this region. Both

the fibre discontinuity and wall thickening in the crista terminalis region are supported

by anatomical and histological measurements in cadaver hearts [SQAC+02].

Of note, while the patient in Figure 4.1 had an AF rotor in lateral right

atrium, several other right (and left) atrial locations have been noted for human

AF rotors [NKC+13]. Moreover, AF rotor locations often do not demonstrate signal

characteristics consistent with dense scar or borderzone, in that voltages may be

preserved and signals may lack fractionation [NSK+13]. Detailed studies are thus

required to define a structure–function relationship for AF rotor and focal impulse

locations.

The importance of abrupt changes in the fibre architecture on rotor dynamics

demonstrated here builds on previous experimental, computational, and analytical

analyses. Indeed, much of our understanding of rotor behavior comes from simple

two-dimensional computational models or chemical systems [PJ13]. Early experimen-

tal findings in excitable chemical media showed that spatial inhomogeneities are not

required to sustain a rotor and that stable meander could result from the interaction be-

tween a spiral wave and its refractory tail [SS91]. Early numerical studies demonstrated

that smooth gradients in fibre orientation [RM94b], refractory period [ZLK93] or ex-
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citability [PE88] can lead to spiral wave drift. More recently, Kuklik et al. identified

inhomogeneity of conduction anisotropy as one functional mechanism that can perma-

nently trap rotors but stable meandering was not observed [KSSZ13]. A limitation

for these investigations was the use of a simple two-dimensional geometry as surface

curvature is an important determinant of rotor behaviour [ZLK93, DZ91, DBVP13].

The complex three-dimensional atrial geometry may require additional stabilizing

influences to trap or confine rotors. A more recent simulation study using an atrial

myocyte ionic model showed that functional heterogeneities alone are capable of

constraining rotors to small regions of space, at least for the time course of seconds

[CN11]; whether or not functional heterogeneities or fibre discontinuities are able to

spatially constrain rotors for longer periods of time (hours to days) is unclear.

These data also demonstrate how structural remodelling can convert a fibrilla-

tory rotor to excitable gap reentry. In Figure 4.5 the precessing AF rotor anchored to

inexcitable scar, with development of an excitable gap. Similarly, the rotor in Figure

4.6 released from the fibre discontinuity at the crista terminalis and anchored to the

scar. Increasing the size of this scar altered the dynamics of re-entry as anticipated,

decreasing the rotational frequency and widening the spatially excitable gap. A

depolarization wave was then able to invade the rotor core and displace reentry away

from its original location (Figure 4.6.B). These data support a mechanism, previously

suggested by Kawase et al. [KIN+03], by which increasing the excitable gap of a rotor

can result in its termination.
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4.5 Limitations

One limitation of the present study is that the model uses a phenomeno-

logical ionic model (Fenton–Karma) rather than a biophysical ionic model such as

Courtemanche–Ramirez–Nattel [CRN98] or Maleckar–Giles–Trayanova [MGGT09].

This limitation means that the present work can only suggest phenomenological

mechanisms, not more meaningful biophysical mechanisms. For example, the Fenton–

Karma model can be used to examine the effect of depressed excitability and of

spatial variations in excitability, but cannot distinguish between changes in the bio-

physical constituents of excitability such as sodium channel remodelling, increased

cardiomyocyte-fibroblast coupling, or resting membrane potential elevation. Moreover,

the parameter governing excitability in the Fenton–Karma model (gfi) is not based

on an actual biophysical measurement; in contrast, excitability in biophysical models

is based on measurements of the fast inward sodium current. Additionally, inhibiting

the fast inward current by modifying gfi decreases both excitability and APD in

the Fenton–Karma model, whereas in biophysical models of the action potential,

decreasing the conductance of the fast sodium channel may increase APD (e.g. class

1a antiarrhythmic drugs). The extent to which these differences lead to different

conditions for wavebreak and wave fractionation is unknown.

On the other hand, several insights gained into rotor dynamics and specifically

into AF by computational models are completely attributable to the shape of the

action potential waveform and its effect on spiral tip meander, dominant frequency,

and fractionation [AAM+06, KKZ+05]. Consequently, results depending principally

on the wave shape, such as the number of wavelets that can be supported in a

normal vs. an enlarged atrium, should be unchanged if the Fenton–Karma model
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can recapitulate the action potential shape of a more detailed model. A principal

reason that we used the Fenton–Karma model in the present study is that in a recent

computational study [WHM+12] both normal and AF parameter values in five recent

human atrial myocyte models failed to capture clinically measured APD and CV

restitution behaviours observed by groups including our own [NKKR08]. Specifically,

the restitution curves for normal and AF parameters were far more flat than has been

observed experimentally, and the disagreement was worst at the fast rates (> 4 Hz) of

sources typical for rotors mapped by FIRM. In the future, the current study should be

completed with more biophysically detailed models if parameter values can be found

that agree with experimental APD and CV restitution curves.

Our model incorporated patient-specific CT anatomy, electrophysiological

mapping of rotors and ablation results, although a limitation is that patient-specific

APD and CV restitution curves were not incorporated. Unfortunately, with current

technology such data cannot be obtained at high resolution in vivo. In explanted hearts,

however, APD and CV restitution curves could be used to modify the parameters of

the ionic model (whether phenomenological or biophysical) to make it subject specific

although at the expense of an altered metabolic, haemodynamic, and autonomic milieu.

Accordingly, while no model based on human measurements is currently available,

Cherry et al. have published a similar model based on canine measurements [CENF07].

Like many of the biophysically detailed models, the restitution behavior of this model

at fast rates is not as steep as clinical measurements.

Finally, this study is limited because it considers only the geometry of one

patient. Future studies should test if these results can provide patient-specific infor-

mation on rotor stability; these simulations might differ from the results presented
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here due to differences in the distance of a focal source from a boundary, the location

of sources relative to high-curvature regions (e.g. the pulmonary vein ostia), or the

location of sources relative to well-known locations of fibre discontinuity.

4.6 Conclusion

Results from the computational model suggested mechanisms for the main-

tenance of rotors for human AF. Our data are consistent with the concept that dis-

continuities in the fibre architecture and inexcitable regions are important structural

features that can trap rotors transiently or permanently. The addition of structural

remodelling (inexcitable scars) can convert precessing AF rotors to macro-reentry,

whose spatially excitable gap can be a target for extermination by external stimuli.
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Chapter 5

Toward a hierarchy of mechanisms

in CaMKII-mediated arrhythmia

5.1 Introduction

Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) is a key regulator of

excitation-contraction coupling in cardiac myocytes. As described in detail elsewhere

in this special issue, CaMKII modulates the function and expression of numerous

myocyte ion channels and calcium handling proteins (Figure 5.1). These include

NaV1.5, the L-type Ca2+ channel (LCC), several potassium channel subunits, the

cardiac isoform of the ryanodine receptor (RyR2), and phospholamban (PLN; [BG09a]).

Many of the effects at these targets are proarrhythmic [SPS+11, FNM13], although

some are antiarrhythmic by conventional paradigms [TKK+99, EHBN+09, CXL+12],

and therefore need to be considered in combination. Integrating these pleiotropic

effects is further complicated by the temporal, spatial, and biochemical complexities

of CaMKII activation (see articles herein from Erickson [Eri14] and Gray and Heller

91
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Brown [GHB14]) in the intact myocyte. Thus, deciphering how CaMKII activity

contributes to arrhythmia in any disease context is complex and non-intuitive.

These complexities notwithstanding, the potential for CaMKII inhibition to

reduce arrhythmogenic outcomes has been demonstrated in animal models of a re-

markably broad range of human diseases: from genetic channelopathies, such as

catecholaminergic polymorphic tachycardia (CPVT), to etiologically complex patholo-

gies such as heart failure, atrial fibrillation (AF), and ischemia/reperfusion injury (I/R).

For this reason, and in addition to its potential as a target for anti-hypertrophic ther-

apy, CaMKII has become a leading candidate for anti-arrhythmic targeting in the heart.

Here we use this diverse range of disease models to develop a conceptual hierarchy of

mechanisms in CaMKII-mediated arrhythmia. Specifically, we interrogate whether

current evidence suggests that CaMKII promotes arrhythmia via multiple mechanisms,

each of which can be recruited by particular disease etiologies, or alternatively, that

CaMKII drives the same terminal mechanism irrespective of the specific underlying

pathology. We contend that, while CaMKII disrupts ionic homeostasis and impairs

repolarization through its actions at many different targets, the available evidence

suggests that these mechanisms eventually converge to result in spontaneous Ca2+

release (SCR) from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) and delayed afterdepolarizations

(DADs). Thus we suggest that this is a dominant terminal mechanism of CaMKII-

mediated arrhythmia, and may explain why experimental manipulation of CaMKII

phosphorylation at RyR2 has proven effective in many models of arrhythmogenic

disease.
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Figure 5.1: CaMKII regulation of cardiomyocyte electrophysiology
and Ca2+ handling. CaMKII exerts acute (black) and transcriptional
(blue) regulation ([10]- Wu et al., [WZB+06]; [11]-Backs et al., [BSB+06]) of
many key proteins in cardiac electrophysiology and calcium handling. Acute
phosphorylation of LCCs by CaMKII potentiates ICaL and slows inactiva-
tion ([1]-Yuan and Bers,[YB94]). Transcriptional effects are less established
but likely downregulate channel expression ([2]-Ronkainen et al., [RHK+11]).
Phosphorylation of RyR2 by CaMKII promotes Ca2+ release from the SR and
is implicated in many proarrhythmic contexts ([3]-Witcher et al., [WKS+91];
[4]-Wehrens et al., [WLRM04]). Available data suggest CaMKII transcrip-
tional regulation promotes Ca2+ extrusion from the cell by increasing NCX
expression and decreasing SERCA ([6]-Mani et al., [MEA+10]; [5]-Lu et
al.,[LRD+11]). Ito and IK1 are enhanced by acute CaMKII phosphorylation
([7]-Li et al., [LMZ+06]), and transcriptional downregulation of these cur-
rents is a well-established effect of long term CaMKII activity. This reduces
repolarization reserve and may destabilize resting membrane potential ([8]-
Wagner et al., [WHG+09]). Acute regulatory effects of CaMKII on NaV1.5
enhance inactivation, decrease availability and potentiate INaL, but again any
transcriptional regulation is unclear ([9]-Wagner et al., [WDR+06]). Acute
phosphorylation of PLN disinhibits SERCA and enhances SR Ca2+ reuptake
([12]-Karczewski et al., [KKB+97]).
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5.2 Cellular Mechanisms of CaMKII-Mediated Ar-

rhythmia

A key feature of CaMKII signaling in arrhythmia is the presence of several

positive feedback mechanisms, whereby CaMKII target phosphorylation results in

changes to Ca2+ homeostasis (or metabolism) that further activate the kinase. These

mechanisms are likely to contribute both during acute homeostatic challenge, such as

β-adrenergic stimulation, and to the chronic disruption of ionic homeostasis in acquired

disease. Figure 5.2 shows two major forms of this feedback. Hyper-phosphorylation of

LCCs, PLN, (Figure 5.3.A, mechanism 1) and NaV1.5 (Figure 5.3.A, mechanism 2)

increase whole-cell Ca2+ load either directly (LCC and PLN) or by impairing forward

mode Na+/Ca2+ exchange (NaV1.5). This both promotes SCR in and of itself, and also

further activates CaMKII, which independently drives SCR through phosphorylation

of RyR2 (Figure 5.3.A, mechanism 3; [WLRM04]). While it is not shown in Figure

5.2, the increased cytosolic Ca2+ also causes mitochondrial Ca2+ loading and probably

invokes a third positive feedback loop involving ROS-dependent CaMKII activation

(see Joiner and Koval in this issue [JK14]). Of course, the actions of CaMKII at LCCs,

INa, and certain potassium currents also directly result in proarrhythmic changes to the

action potential (AP), including prolonged repolarization and early afterdepolarizations

(EADs, Figure 5.3.B; [GZMB06]). Thus, even at the level of integrated physiological

outcomes, there are a number of CaMKII-dependent mechanisms capable of disrupting

cardiac ionic homeostasis and electrophysiology. Our focus here is to understand

which of these predominates in experimental models of human disease.
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Figure 5.2: CaMKII positive feedback mechanisms involved in car-
diac disease. As a Ca2+ regulated kinase, CaMKII is sensitive to any
physiological mechanism that alters intracellular Ca2+ cycling. Many of its
own catalytic actions result in such alterations, and two gain-of-function
effects that create positive feedback by enhancing Ca2+ cycling occur at
ICaL (left) and INa (right). CaMKII regulation of INa is thought to increase
intracellular Na+ via enhanced late INa, which in turn reduces the thermody-
namic potential for Ca2+ extrusion via NCX. CaMKII regulation of ICaL more
directly enhances Ca2+ cycling by increasing Ca2+ influx through slightly
elevated peak current and slowed inactivation.

5.3 Arrhythmogenic Influence of CaMKII in Con-

genital Heart Disease

The last 20 years have witnessed rapid progress in understanding the molecular

and genetic basis of congenital arrhythmogenic diseases [CST+95, CNP12, NBMP12].

Somewhat surprisingly, CaMKII activity and hyperactivity have been shown to

contribute in many experimental models of these diseases, even those with minimal

or undetectable remodeling of myocardial structure. As such, these models offer a

unique perspective of how CaMKII promotes arrhythmia in the absence of sequelae

associated with structural disease. In this section, we review examples of CaMKII

involvement in congenital arrhythmogenic disease, and identify key questions that

remain for defining the roles, limits, and potential for therapeutic targeting of CaMKII
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Figure 5.3: Mechanisms of CaMKII-mediated afterdepolarizations.
(A) Pathological CaMKII regulation can trigger diastolic SR Ca2+ release
resulting in electrogenic Ca2+ extrusion by NCX and DADs (red arrows).
This results from pro-arrhythmic CaMKII regulation at multiple target pro-
teins, which together drive 3 mechanisms through which CaMKII promotes
SCR. First, CaMKII elicits gain-of-function effects at ICaL and SERCA
(via PLN-mediated disinhibition), thereby increasing Ca2+ influx and re-
sulting in Ca2+ overload (mechanism 1, blue arrows). Second, CaMKII
hyper-phosphorylation of NaV1.5 can elevate intracellular Na+ resulting in
Na+-induced Ca2+-overload by decreasing Ca2+ efflux through NCX (mecha-
nism 2, black arrows). Third, CaMKII directly phosphorylates RyR2, which
has been shown to promote SCR and has been strongly implicated in a num-
ber of different models of arrhythmogenic disease (mechanism 3, red arrow).
(B) CaMKII phosphorylation of depolarizing currents reduces repolarization
reserve and promotes EADs (red arrows) in certain disease contexts. Altered
LCC gating due to CaMKII hyper-activity can elicit EADs by increasing
and prolonging ICaL (mechanism 4, blue arrows). NaV1.5 phosphorylation
increases INaL and may lead to non-equilibrium reactivation of INa (mechanism
5, black arrows), both of which can trigger EADs.
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in these contexts. Impressively, the available data suggest that CaMKII-dependent

regulation of RyR2 is an important contributor to arrhythmogenesis in the majority

of these congenital disease models. Here we focus specifically on how this regulation

contributes to electrophysiologic instability, and suggest the review contributed by

Camors and Valdivia [CV14] for those interested in a more mechanistic description of

CaMKII-dependent regulation of RyR2.

Catecholaminergic Polymorphic Ventricular Tachycardia

The autosomal dominant form of CPVT has become the prototypical disease

of RyR2-mediated arrhythmia, and accounts for at least half of all positive CPVT

diagnoses [PNM+02]. This channelopathy results from a family of RyR2 mutations that

cause channel hyperactivity due to increased receptor Ca2+ sensitivity. The outstanding

physiological ramification of these mutations is increased myocyte susceptibility to SCR

and DADs during catecholamine-induced Ca2+ overload. As such, β-blocker therapy

is a front-line treatment for CPVT patients. However, in ∼50% of cases, episodes of

VT still present during β-blockade, and more aggressive treatment (including ICD

implantation) is often required [PNM+02, WK11]. Thus, efforts to define additional

effective pharmacotherapeutic approaches for this disease remain a high priority.

Conceptually, CaMKII presents an attractive target in CPVT because its estab-

lished actions at various Ca2+ handling proteins would all be expected to exacerbate

arrhythmia resulting from RyR2 hyperactivity. Indeed, transgenic overexpression

of CaMKIIC in the R4496C (+/-) mouse model of CPVT worsened the arrhythmia

phenotype and increased mortality [DSN+11]. However, few studies have assessed

whether, and how, CaMKII activity contributes to arrhythmia in CPVT. Liu et al.
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[LRD+11] showed that both chronic and acute administration of KN-93 dramatically

reduced the incidence of arrhythmia in the R4496C (+/-) mouse. More specific

CaMKII blockade by autocamtide-2 related inhibitory peptide (AIP) also markedly

decreased the incidence of SCR, DADs, and triggered activity in isolated R4496C (+/-)

ventricular myocytes (VMs). Interestingly, while AIP did remove signature effects

of CaMKII on Ca2+ handling (e.g., frequency dependent acceleration of relaxation,

FDAR), it did not achieve those effects by reducing SR Ca2+ load at any baseline

pacing frequency or during isoproterenol (Iso) challenge. Thus, the antiarrhythmic

actions of CaMKII blockade were unlikely to result from reduced SR or whole cell

Ca2+ overload. Instead, they appeared to rely on reduction of CaMKII-induced RyR

hyperactivity (Figure 5.3.A, mechanism 3), as measured by triggered fractional release,

and spark frequency. AIP reduced both of these measures in R4496C (+/-) myocytes,

particularly during Iso challenge, and KN-93 reduced RyR2 phosphorylation at the

established CaMKII site, Ser-2814. Thus, this study suggests that, even in myocytes

already expressing hyperactive mutant RyR2, CaMKII phosphoregulation of this

critical SR Ca2+ release channel may further contribute to in vivo arrhythmogenesis.

Congenital Long QT Syndrome

Recent work has suggested that CaMKII is involved in several rare forms of

congenital long QT (LQT) syndrome. Importantly, CaMKII mutations have not

been established as the source of genetic susceptibility in these, or to date, any

congenital arrhythmogenic disease. Rather, in all existing studies, CaMKII exerts its

proarrhythmic influence by exacerbating the effects of disease-associated mutations

occurring in other electrophysiologic or calcium handling proteins, many of which are
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CaMKII targets.

Ankyrin-B syndrome/LQT4

After remaining elusive for over 10 years, the molecular basis for type 4 LQT

syndrome was identified in 2003 as a family of loss-of-function mutations in Ankyrin-B

[MSG+03]. The electrophysiologic dysfunction associated with these mutations is

broad, and often also involves sinus bradycardia and catecholamine-induced arrhythmia,

but is not associated with gross structural defects. LQT is relatively mild in most cases,

and absent for some mutations even though individuals harboring these mutations

remain arrhythmia susceptible [MSN+04]. Owing to this spectrum phenotype and clear

molecular source, LQT4 is now often referred to as Ankyrin B syndrome [YTW03].

Heterozygous deletion of AnkB in the mouse recapitulates many signatures of human

LQT4 [MSG+03], including inducible polymorphic VT, and this model has now been

used extensively to study mechanisms of the disease.

In neonatal AnkB(+/-) myocytes, LQT4 mutations consistently reduce expres-

sion and disrupt localization of the myocardial Na+/Ca2+ exchanger (NCX1), Na+/K+

ATPase (NKA), and inositol triphosphate (IP3) receptor [MSG+03, MSN+04]. In

adult myocytes, these changes promote signature arrhythmogenic changes including

AP prolongation [DNK+12], a prominent increase in Ca2+ waves [CMBD12] and af-

terdepolarizations [DNK+12]. The mechanistic link between altered AnkB molecular

anchoring and these arrhythmogenic outcomes is not fully established, but recent stud-

ies summarized below have suggested an important role for altered Ca2+ homeostasis,

and particularly for CaMKII-dependent regulation of RyR2.

Given the observed changes to expression and distribution of major Na+
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transporters, Camors et al. [CMBD12] investigated whether altered Na+ handling

could explain arrhythmogenicity in AnkB(+/-) myocytes. They found that, while

maximal NKA function was depressed, this had little impact on measures of basal

or challenged Na+ homeostasis, and did not increase diastolic [Ca2+]i. However,

AnkB(+/-) myocytes did exhibit slightly increased SR Ca2+ load, enhanced Ca2+

transient amplitude and fractional release, and a marked increase in spark frequency

and Ca2+ waves. Soon after, the same group was able to show that these effects are

associated with RyR2 hyperactivity and increased phosphorylation of RyR2 at the

primary CaMKII site, S2814 [DNK+12]. These effects could be normalized by crossing

the AnkB(+/-) mouse with one expressing the CaMKII inhibitory peptide, AC3-I.

These mice were also resistant to both cellular afterdepolarizations and organ level

arrhythmia present in the AnkB(+/-) mice during adrenergic challenge [DNK+12].

While the authors acknowledged that these RyR2 effects are one component

of what are probably many alterations associated with AnkB loss-of function, the

observed changes in Ca2+ handling are consistent with a mechanism involving RyR2

hyperactivity [CMBD12]. Because AnkB is not known to anchor CaMKII itself, the

authors instead suggested that loss of AnkB may have disrupted local phosphatase

activity because protein phosphatase 2A is a known binding partner of AnkB and

regulator of RyR2 phosphorylation.

Timothy syndrome/LQT8

The extremely rare LQT8, more frequently referred to as Timothy syndrome

(TS), results from substitution mutations in the alpha subunit (CaV1.2) of the cardiac L-

type calcium current (ICaL). Only two mutations have been described to date, and both
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replace glycine residues with either arginine (pos. 406) or serine (pos. 402; [STS+04,

STD+05]. These mutations profoundly impair voltage-dependent inactivation of

ICaL (VDI), and this is generally accepted to be the proximal molecular dysfunction

associated with the disease [BT08]. The cardiac signatures of TS include a range of

cardiac structural defects and markedly prolonged ventricular repolarization [STS+04,

STD+05]. Supraventricular arrhythmia has also been noted, particularly AV block

[MWCK95], but ventricular arrhythmogenesis is the most serious presentation of the

disease, and most TS patients experience life-threatening events in the first years of

life [STS+04]. The existence and severity of the TS phenotype has forced clinicians

and scientists to broadly reconsider the importance of VDI in normal and pathologic

cardiac electrophysiology.

Since the original mechanistic descriptions from Splawski et al. [STS+04,

STD+05], a number of experimental models have been developed to investigate how

these point mutations destabilize cardiac electrophysiology. In general, those models

have provided compelling (albeit not entirely consistent) evidence for the involvement

of CaMKII. Erxleben et al. [ELG+06] were the first to suggest a role for CaMKII, and

observed that heterologous expression of TS-mutated (G406R) rabbit CaV1.2 yielded

LCCs exhibiting more frequent prolonged openings (mode-2 gating). In noticing

that this substitution also created a consensus site for CaMKII at nearby rabbit

Ser-439 (homologous to human Ser-409), they hypothesized that CaMKII activity

may be required for both mode-2 gating and slowed macroscopic inactivation of ICaL

in TS. CaMKII inhibition by KN-62, and genetic ablation of the putative CaMKII

phosphoacceptor (S439A) indeed eliminated the increased intrinsic mode-2 openings

of the mutant channels in that study. Thiel et al. [TCH+08] extended this work
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to adult VMs by double-mutating CaV1.2 to include both G406R and resistance to

dihydropiridine inhibition via T1066Y. This permitted the authors to modulate the

contribution of endogenous LCCs to macroscopic ICaL via nifedipine, and thereby study

the effects of the loss of ICaL control, independent of differences in peak ICaL. Unlike

Erxleben et al. [ELG+06], they were unable to observe a requirement for CaMKII in

the loss of VDI accompanying the G406R mutation. However, they did observe an

interaction between VDI loss and CaMKII, whereby TS myocytes exhibited greater

ICa facilitation than WT, and this could be removed through peptide blockade of

CaMKII via AC3-I. To explain this they suggested that Ca2+ loading due to impaired

VDI caused enhanced secondary activation of CaMKII, which in turn exaggerated ICa

facilitation. They also observed a pronounced increase in SCR and DADs, both of

which could be prevented by AC3-I. As a result they reasoned that DADs occurring

secondary to Ca2+ overload may reflect the dominant arrhythmogenic role of CaMKII

in TS, and mathematical modeling supported this contention. Thus, in VMs, CaMKII

activation may compound the effects of TS mutations by enhancing ICaL facilitation

in response to impaired VDI and increased Ca2+ influx.

Further cardiac-specific models of TS have now been developed, most notably

the G436R transgenic mouse developed by Cheng et al. [CYN+11]. This model

exhibits increased CaV1.2 expression, and the entirety of this increase (∼40%) is due

to expression of the G436R transgene. Somewhat surprisingly this additional CaV1.2

does not increase peak ICaL in these mice but does slow VDI in the expected manner,

and intriguingly, this effect required the anchoring protein AKAP150. To explain

this result, the authors suggest that AKAP150 provides a key structural link among

LCCs within the dyadic ensemble, and they provide evidence that, in the presence of
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G436R-mutated channels, AKAP150 promotes coupled gating of LCCs and increases

mode-2 behavior. Similarly to Thiel et al. [TCH+08] , Yarotskyy et al. [YGPE09], and

Cheng et al. [CYN+11] observed that slowed inactivation in this model is not impacted

by CaMKII inhibition, and therefore suggest that the gating effects underlying TS are

probably not reliant upon G436R-mediated creation of a CaMKII phosphorylation

site at Ser-439/409. They did, however, observe markedly enhanced Ca2+ cycling,

prolonged AP duration, and exaggerated susceptibility to cellular afterdepolarizations.

These effects were confirmed in a recent and more detailed study of Ca2+ handling in

these mice [DDY+14], and again like Thiel et al. [TCH+08] the authors conclude that

Ca2+ overload and SCR are the likely terminal mechanisms of arrhythmogenesis in

this model.

In summary, these investigations suggest that CaMKII plays an important role

in TS arrhythmogenesis, but at least in VMs it seems probable that this accompanies

Ca2+ overload secondary to the intrinsic effects of the TS mutations on LCC gating.

An important qualifier here is that, to date, all experiments suggesting this role for

CaMKII have been conducted in primary cardiomyocytes from rodents. The rapid

repolarization of these cells probably biases arrhythmogenic mechanisms away from

disrupted repolarization and toward SCR and arrhythmia arising during diastole.

Thus, similarly detailed investigations in large mammalian myocytes remain desirable

for clarifying if changes in ICaL gating are capable of playing a more direct role in

human TS arrhythmia, and if CaMKII still contributes in a similar manner and to a

similar degree.
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Phosphomimetic mutation of NaV1.5

CaMKII is an established regulator of the myocardial Na+ current (INa),

and simultaneously potentiates late INa (INaL) while decreasing channel availability

[HBG13]. While the specific phosphorylations required for these effects remain debated,

available evidence suggests that either or both Ser-571 and Ser-516 may be key

sites [HKL+10, AHG+12, KSW+12, HBG13], and it is generally agreed that the I-II

intracellular linker is the critical phosphoregulatory domain.

An interesting line of investigation has suggested that mutation of residues

immediately adjacent to Ser-571 are associated with congenital disease, and may result

in phosphomimetic effects at INa. Two mutations, A572D and Q573E, were originally

uncovered by genetic screening of Romano-Ward syndrome probands, and therefore

thought to be novel forms of LQT3 [PMG+03, TWHA05]. The A572D mutation

has since been dismissed as an independent source of LQT3 susceptibility, but may

still be associated with arrhythmogenic cardiac diseases because it cosegregates with

the established arrhythmogenic mutation H558R [TVHK+10]s. Having previously

identified Ser-571 as a potential site for CaMKII regulation, Koval et al. [KSW+12]

recently investigated whether the functional effects of these mutations exhibited

any dependence on CaMKII activity. They showed that heterologous expression of

either A572D or Q573E recapitulated CaMKII-dependent effects at INa. Neither

constitutively active CaMKII nor blockade of endogenous CaMKII altered these

effects, suggesting that they are autonomous to the mutant NaV1.5 and independent

of additional CaMKII phosphoregulation. Further, the mutant gating defects could

be reconstituted in primary mouse VMs transfected with channels sensitive to low

dose tetrodotoxin to allow silencing of the exogenous NaV1.5. While conflicting results
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from other groups [TVHK+10, AHG+12] suggest that these findings require further

interrogation, they provide the first evidence that CaMKII regulation of INa may

be sufficient to induce an arrhythmogenic phenotype in the absence of structural or

ischemic disease.

5.4 Arrhythmogenic Influence of CaMKII in Ac-

quired Heart Disease

An extensive literature describes the arrhythmogenic mechanisms attributable

to CaMKII hyperactivity in acquired heart disease. A large portion of this is re-

lated to heart failure, but significant effort has also been invested in AF and is-

chemia/reperfusion challenge (I/R). The CaMKII-dependent mechanisms involved

in AF and I/R are detailed separately in this issue by Heijman et al. [HVWD14]

and Bell et al. [BVPD14] and we direct the interested reader to those comprehensive

treatments. For the purposes of this review it suffices to note that recent studies of AF

and I/R mechanisms in mice and humans have again implicated RyR2 dysregulation,

and SR Ca2+ handling in general [SBP+08, SBV+11, VLW+12, PRG+13]. These

aspects are consistent among the various acquired disease even though other important

pathological conditions differ. For example, some signature electrophysiologic alter-

ations apparent in AF [NBD08], such as shortened APD and more negative resting

potential, are precisely the opposite of the alterations present in failing VMs [TM99].

As might be expected of the pathologic complexity in acquired disease, the

range of CaMKII-dependent mechanisms thought to contribute to arrhythmia is

also broader than for congenital disease. Specifically, CaMKII has been shown to
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contribute to Na+ overload in heart failure (Figure 5.3.A, mechanism 2), and several

studies have suggested that CaMKII effects at ICaL may be sufficient to directly

destabilize electrophysiology in the failing ventricle (Figures 5.3.A,B). An additional

feature of CaMKII-dependent arrhythmia in heart failure and AF, and probably in

acquired disease in general, is the importance of CaMKII-oxidation as a source of

kinase hyperactivity ([LA14]; see also the review by Erickson in this special issue

[Eri14]). This mode of CaMKII activation appears to be particularly important in

sinus node (SN) dysfunction accompanying heart failure [SPS+11], in AF [PRG+13],

and diabetic cardiomyopathy [LGL+13]. Finally, one of the most important roles that

CaMKII plays in acquired disease is as a controller of the expression of several key

ion channels and transporters, and many disease-associated changes in expression

of these proteins appear to require CaMKII. The best-described of these involve

K+ currents, namely the transient outward current (Ito) and inward rectifier current

(IK1; [WHG+09]; reviewed elsewhere in this issue by Mustroph et al., 2014), but this

transcriptional regulation may also extend to ICaL [RHK+11], NCX1 [MEA+10] , and

SERCA2 [LHS+11].

Heart Failure

The role of CaMKII in heart failure pathophysiology has been the subject of

intense investigation since elevated CaMKII levels were first found in the myocardial

tissue of heart failure patients [HMH+99, KSSN99]. Increased CaMKII expression and

activity have since been mechanistically linked to structural and electrophysiological

dysfunction in numerous experimental models of severe cardiomyopathy and heart

failure. However, deciphering precisely how CaMKII is driving electrophysiologic dys-
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function is made all the more difficult by the extensive structural and electrophysiologic

remodeling that accompanies CaMKII hyperactivity in the failing heart.

Target-specific roles of CaMKII in heart failure

Murine models of heart failure, CaMKII hyperactivity (overexpression), and

CaMKII regulation of RyR2 have provided a wealth of information describing how

CaMKII contributes to both arrhythmogenesis and disease progression in cardiomy-

opathy. Cardiac restricted overexpression of CaMKIIC in the mouse leads to heart

failure, inducible arrhythmia, and premature death [ZMD+03, WDR+06] . In these

mice, acute inhibition of CaMKII (via KN-93) prevents catecholaminergic arrhythmia

in vivo, and RyR2 dysfunction was implicated in this arrhymogenic mechanism (Figure

5.3, mechanism 3) by a substantial and CaMKII-dependent increase in SR Ca2+ leak,

elevated diastolic Ca2+, and DADs during Iso challenge [SWK+09]. SR-targeted inhibi-

tion of CaMKII with SR-AIP restored calcium handling but worsened the heart failure

phenotype suggesting that other CaMKII mechanisms are integral to pathological

remodeling [HDK+11]. The phosphomimetic (S2814D) and non-phosphorylatable

(S2814A) RyR2 mutants developed by Wehrens et al. [WLRM04], have provided a

powerful model for investigating the role of CaMKII-dependent RyR2 regulation in a

large number of acute and chronic diseases. Most recently, the knock-in mice express-

ing these engineered RyR2 variants have provided compelling evidence that CaMKII

regulation of this protein contributes to arrhythmogenesis in several models of acquired

disease. The S2814D mouse slowly develops a heart failure phenotype and is susceptible

to sustained VT during epinephrine/caffeine challenge, and pressure-overload initiated

prior to overt heart failure also increased mortality due to arrhythmias in these mice
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[vMD+10]. Genetic ablation of CaMKII-dependent RyR2 phosphorylation in the

S2814A mouse provides protection from pacing-induced arrhythmias after pressure-

overload, slows the development of contractile dysfunction, and reduces ventricular

remodeling and cellular SCR [vMD+10, RvL+12].

CaMKII has also been shown to contribute to heart failure arrhythmias in large

mammals. A series of studies in a rabbit model of non-ischemic heart failure provides

further mechanistic evidence of the importance of CaMKII regulation of RyR2 in

heart failure arrhythmogenesis. In this model, total CaMKII expression was elevated

and the amount and activity of CaMKII localized to RyR2 was increased in failing

ventricular tissue, thus leading to enhanced CaMKII-dependent phosphorylation of

RyR2 [ACS+05]. Elevated SR Ca2+ leak was significantly reduced with inhibition

of CaMKII but not PKA [ACS+05], and Iso-induced SCR events (Ca2+ waves) were

CaMKII-dependent [CBS+10]. Belevych et al. [BTT+11] also described progressive

pathological RyR2 dysfunction in a tachycardia-induced canine model of heart failure.

Mirroring changes in SR Ca2+ leak observed in the rabbit, phosphorylation of RyR2

by CaMKII but not PKA was increased after 1- and 16-months of tachycardic pacing.

CaMKII inhibition with KN-93 abolished proarrhythmic diastolic calcium waves after

1 month but not 16-months. Instead, the increased wave frequency at 16 months

was attributed to increased ROS production, which highlights the progressive nature

of arrhythmia mechanisms in heart failure, and suggests that CaMKII hyperactivity

may contribute more greatly to arrhythmogenesis early in heart failure progression.

Significantly, the clinical importance of CaMKII modulation of RyR2 was reinforced

recently when Fischer et al. [FHT+13] demonstrated that CaMKII inhibition with

KN-93 or AIP reduced SR Ca2+ leak in myocytes isolated from failing human hearts.
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CaMKII regulation of cardiac Na+ currents is another potential source of

arrhythmogenic regulation during heart failure. The mechanisms of this regulation

are presented briefly in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 and in detail elsewhere in this issue (see

[GH14]), thus we only briefly mention them in the context of their importance in

heart failure. INaL is increased in human heart failure [VCP+05], and evidence from

numerous animal models suggests CaMKII inhibition normalizes INaL. In a murine

TAC-induced heart failure model, CaMKII inhibition by AIP reversed increases in INaL,

APD90, Iso-induced DAD frequency, and SR Ca2+ leak [THW+13]. In that study,

CaMKII phosphorylation of NaV1.5 was increased during decompensated heart failure

and application of ranolazine had a similar result to CaMKII inhibition suggesting

an important role for CaMKII regulation of Na+ handling. Interestingly, myocytes

from pressure-overloaded hearts did not exhibit EADs in that study, suggesting that

Na+ does not carry the arrhythmogenic current. Instead, the authors suggested

that INaL was indirectly responsible for DADs by causing Na+-induced Ca2+-overload

(Figure 5.2). This idea is consistent with reports from several other studies. Most

recently Morotti et al. [MEM+14] have suggested that Na+-induced Ca2+-overload is a

component of a positive feedback loop that is quantitatively capable of eliciting CaMKII

hyperactivity, which in turn promotes arrhythmogenic outcomes and, probably, further

Na+ loading (Figure 5.2). Indeed, experiments involving Na+ overload induced by

anemone toxin (ATX-II, a potent agonist of INaL) and an LQT3 mutation (N1325S),

have shown these maneuvers to be capable of inducing CaMKII activation and

arrhythmia [YFJ+11]. Similar effects have been observed during glycoside-induced

Na+ overload [GSR+11, HLS+13], and arrhythmias resulting from glycoside treatment

were susceptible to both SR-targeted peptide inhibition of CaMKII [GSR+11] and
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ablation of CaMKII phosphorylation at RyR2 via S2814A mutagenesis [HLS+13].

Thus, it may again be that these Na+-dependent forms of arrhythmogenesis converge

at CaMKII-dependent regulation of RyR2. It should be noted that some evidence in

large mammals also supports a more direct arrhythmogenic role for CaMKII-dependent

regulation of Na+ currents (Figure 5.3.B). In a canine model of dyssynchronous heart

failure with extensive electrophysiological remodeling [AHB+09], CaMKII expression,

activity and autophosphorylation were all increased, particularly in the late-activated

lateral LV wall [CDT+08]. Myocytes isolated from these dogs exhibited shifted

voltage-dependent availability, enhanced intermediate inactivation, increased INaL and

ranolazine sensitive EADs [ABH+13]. Although inhibition studies were not performed

in these dogs, Maltsev et al. [MRU+08] had previously identified CaMKII as an

important regulator of INaL in the failing canine heart.

Regulation of LCCs by CaMKII presents a third potential mechanism for

proarrhythmic function during heart failure. However, as for INa the sites of CaMKII

phosphorylation of LCCs remain somewhat controversial, and this has caused muta-

genic approaches to investigating LCC-dependent mechanisms to be more challenging.

Similarly to TS, CaMKII regulation of ICaL in heart failure is thought to elicit ar-

rhythmia either by disrupting repolarization and driving EADs (Figure 5.3.B), or by

promoting cellular Ca2+ overload (Figures 5.2 and 3A). Again, a complete treatment

of CaMKII effects at ICa is provided elsewhere in this issue (see the review from Bers),

but briefly, heart failure-associated changes to LCC gating are quite similar to those

accompanying CaMKII regulation [SHB+98, DWC+00]. Specifically, CaMKII elicits

mode-2 gating in single channels, and slows inactivation while hastening recovery

from inactivation of the macroscopic current [GZMB06]. All of these effects would
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be expected to promote EADs by reducing repolarization reserve, independently

promoting ICaL reactivation, or both [ABSP94, HGW10, KGW+10]. The most direct

evidence for the ability of CaMKII to elicit EADs via ICaL (in large mammal VMs),

was presented by Koval et al. [KGW+10]. In that study, the CaV1.2 β2a regulatory

subunit was expressed in rabbit VMs, which increased ICa facilitation and promoted

EADs. Those effects were reversed by peptide (CaMKIIN) or shRNA inhibition of

CaMKII, and ablation of the proposed CaMKII phosphorylation or binding sites

[KGW+10]. Two caveats when extending these findings to CaMKII hyperactivity in

normal or failing myocytes are: (1) the β2a subunit is probably a lesser component of

LCCs in non-diseased hearts, although its expression may be increased in heart failure

[HMv+07], and (2) the slowed inactivation in this study also increased total Ca2+

influx without destabilizing the AP. In vivo, the effect of this on whole-cell and SR

Ca2+ overload could easily be as or more important than effects upon repolarization.

Together these studies suggest that CaMKII-mediated ventricular DADs and

EADs exert a proarrhythmic influence in the failing heart, and that the specific mode

of arrhythmia initiation and maintenance is likely dictated by the underlying etiology

and stage of disease development. The genetic tools available for studying the role of

CaMKII regulation of RyR2 in mice have provided compelling evidence that this target

is central to the acute arrhythmogenic outcomes of CaMKII in the failing ventricle,

and this contention is largely supported by studies in large mammals. Given the

extensive structural and electrophysiological remodeling accompanying heart failure,

and relatively poor specificity of small molecule inhibitors available for in vivo CaMKII

blockade, it is still not entirely clear how effective acute CaMKII inhibition may be

as an anti-arrhythmic strategy in heart failure. However, evidence published to date
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support an optimistic outlook for potential therapeutic applications in this and other

acquired cardiac diseases.

Sinus node dysfunction in heart failure

Another series of recent studies, reviewed in this issue by Wu and Anderson

[WA14], has suggested that oxidized-CaMKII (ox-CaMKII) plays a critical role in SN

dysfunction accompanying heart failure, and that this involves pronounced structural

remodeling of the SN. Swaminathan et al. [SPS+11] first observed that, relative to

non-diseased controls and heart failure patients without SN dysfunction, heart failure

patients with SN dysfunction exhibit increased ox-CaMKII in right atrial tissue. This

comprehensive study observed an analogous effect in a canine model of pacing-induced

heart failure, and utilized their previously developed model of Ang II-dependent

oxidation/activation of CaMKII to elicit and study the mechanisms of SN dysfunction

in mice. With this model ∼70% of mice develop sinus pause or exit block after 3 weeks

of Ang II infusion, and heart rate at rest and during activity is blunted compared to

untreated controls. SN dysfunction was absent in AC3-I (cardiac specific) mice treated

with Ang II even though the pressor response to Ang II was similar to WT. The

observed dysfunction was associated with increased apoptosis and fibrosis within the

SN, and structurally based computational analysis suggests that the cell loss observed

experimentally may be sufficient to explain both reduced SN firing frequency, and

episodes of exit block. One particularly elegant component of this study showed that

local adenoviral gene transfer of the CaMKIIN inhibitory peptide (via painting of

the SN) was capable of preventing Ang II-driven SN dysfunction in WT mice. Thus

providing proof-of-principle that gene transfer of CaMKII-inhibitors may be a viable
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therapeutic avenue for this specific heart failure phenotype. A follow-up study from

Luo et al. [LGL+13] investigating SN dysfunction in a mouse model of combined

insulin deficiency and myocardial infarction, suggests that the mechanistic cascade

described by Swaminathan et al. [SPS+11], may extend to other cardiac conditions

exhibiting pronounced oxidative stress.

The role of oxidized CaMKII in driving structural remodeling and dysfunction

of the SN in response to oxidative stress highlights the ability of CaMKII to impact

arrhythmogenic outcomes via structural as well as functional changes. To date, the

impact of these tissue-level effects in CaMKII-mediated arrhythmia has not been

studied to the same extent as the effects on cellular electrophysiology and Ca2+

handling. This aspect of CaMKII-driven arrhythmia warrants further work, as some

evidence suggests that effects at this level may be important. For example, CaMKII

activity may exhibit regional heterogeneity in the heart [CDT+08] . Even without

considering this heterogeneity of kinase action, transmural dispersion of repolarization

is a predicted result of CaMKII hyperactivity [BG09b] due exclusively to its effects

at Ito. Thus, putative roles for CaMKII in reentrant or alternans-driven arrhythmias

remain largely untested.

5.5 Summary and Conclusion

The ability of CaMKII to contribute to arrhythmia in models of cardiac disease

that result from widely varying etiologies is testament to the importance of this kinase

in the control of cardiac electrophysiology and calcium handling. It also suggests

that CaMKII exerts its proarrhythmic influence either by regulating some convergent

mechanism that is active in all of these diseases, or by regulating a divergent range of
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proarrhythmic mechanisms, which contribute to differing degrees in each disease. To

date, the available mechanistic evidence suggests that CaMKII-dependent regulation

of diastolic SR Ca2+ release is the dominant cellular mechanism by which the kinase

promotes arrhythmia (Figure 5.3.A). Of the various CaMKII targets capable of driving

this mechanism, RyR2 is the most clearly implicated. This may in part be due to the

quality of the tools available for genetically manipulating CaMKII phosphorylation

and regulation of RyR2, but it also suggests that developing exogenous compounds

capable of impairing the ability of CaMKII to phosphorylate RyR2 could constitute a

broadly applicable therapeutic strategy. Additional effects of CaMKII upon INa and

ICaL may also directly contribute to arrhythmia in some contexts (Figure 5.3.B), but

in several of the examples described above it appears likely that these effects again

converge to elicit arrhythmia via SCR and DADs (Figure 5.3.A).

Both SCR and DADs are generally induced by some form of acute Ca2+ overload,

and it is probable that this partially explains why CaMKII-dependent arrhythmia

most often requires conditions of tachycardia and, notably, β-adrenergic challenge.

The involvement of this additional signaling cascade brings in further complexity

that is almost certainly important in defining the transition from stable to unstable

electrophysiology. As suggested by studies involving the Ankyrin B (+/-) mouse

[DNK+12], this may depend on less well-understood aspects of the signaling network,

such as local phosphatase balance. As such, strong conclusions regarding any one

CaMKII target as being crucial for broad arrhythmia phenotypes should remain

contentious until these finer details have been described with some clarity.

Tissue-level effects of CaMKII are also undeniably important, as highlighted

by SN dysfunction in heart failure, but beyond these investigations, little direct
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evidence is available to describe how CaMKII disrupts normal propagation of the

cardiac AP. By incorporating regional heterogeneities in cellular electrophysiology,

computational modeling may aide in understanding these tissue level effects provided

sufficient experimental data for parameterization and validation are available. The

reviews by Onal et al. (2014), Greenstein et al. (2014), and Yaniv and Maltsev (2014)

offer a comprehensive survey of previous work modeling CaMKII on the cellular and

tissue levels.

5.6 Caveats and Important Future Directions

Even with the wealth of information that has amassed to describe the role

of CaMKII in cardiac arrhythmia over the last 20 years, several key aspects either

remain challenging or are otherwise conspicuously absent from the existing literature.

First, no study has been capable of identifying a gain-of-function mutation in CaMKII

that is an independent risk for arrhythmogenic cardiac disease, or indeed, any form

of cardiac disease. This is surprising given the data available from studies involving

the various CaMKII inhibitors. Second, a key unrealized objective of the CaMKII

field is to have more specific CaMKII inhibitors that can be applied acutely and in

vivo (see the review from Pellicena and Schulman in this special issue [PS14]). This is

particularly true for studies of arrhythmia, where such inhibitors would allow more

straightforward translation between cell-based experiments and arrhythmia outcomes

in intact animals, and perhaps eventually humans. Indeed, as mentioned above,

the tissue-level effects of CaMKII activity and hyperactivity are poorly understood

compared to the cellular effects, and one reason for this is the lack of suitably specific

small molecule inhibitors. Third, as mentioned with respect to TS, the use of murine
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myocytes for cell-based arrhythmia assays probably biases the active mechanisms away

from those occurring during repolarization (EADs), and toward those that are active

during diastole (DADs). This is because the rapidly repolarizing murine myocyte has

markedly increased repolarization reserve, and current dynamics during repolarization

that are at least very different to those in large mammals and humans [Ner04]. As

techniques for differentiating and reprogramming h-IPSCs improve, models based

on this approach may offer a useful new tool for studying the role of CaMKII in

congenital arrhythmogenic diseases at least. Examples of early studies in this direction

have recently appeared for CPVT [DPLM+13] and TS [YHJ+11]. However, concerns

surrounding how well these cells recapitulate adult cardiomyocyte Ca2+ handling are

particularly poignant in these and other Ca2+-related arrhythmogenic diseases. As

such, the evidence supporting myocyte-specific differentiation should be considered

carefully and specifically for any such future model.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Techniques and

Analytical Methods for Cardiac

Optical Mapping

The ability to optically record transmembrane electrical potential in ex-vivo

hearts with high temporal and spatial resolution has greatly aided the understanding

of healthy and pathological cardiac electrophysiology. This experimental technique

combines one of the oldest and most impactful cardiac experimental preparations

(Langendorff perfusion) with emerging technologies (high speed CMOS cameras and

voltage sensitive dyes). In this chapter I will review the basics and some practi-

cal considerations for cardiac optical mapping beginning with the isolated heart

preparation.

118
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6.1 The Langendorff Perfused Isolated Heart

Building on the isolated frog heart experiments of Carl Ludwig and Elias

Cyon at the University of Leipzig, Oscar Langendorff pioneered the first retrograde

mammalian heart preparation in 1895 while working at the University of Rostock,

Germany [Lan95, Zim98]. Langendorff’s eponymous experimental preparation has

proven to be a foundational achievement in cardiac physiology, and it continues to

enable discovery over a century after his death.

In brief, the heart is excised via thoracotomy and a cannula is inserted into

the severed aorta and secured with a suture. A solution (defibrinated cat blood in

Langendorff’s original experiments) is perfused retrograde into the aorta forcing the

aortic valve closed. Pressure develops between the aortic valve and the suture diverting

the solution into the coronary ostia at the base of the aorta. The perfusate then

flows through the coronary vessels providing oxygen, nutrients and electrolytes to

the myocytes before emptying into the right atrium via the coronary sinus. When

performed carefully, this technique can keep an ex-vivo heart viable for experiments

for an hour or longer depending on species. However, the relative ease, modest price

and near ubiquity of Langendorff perfusion conceal many potential pitfalls.

Perfusate Solutions

The careful selection and preparation of an asanguineous electrolyte solution is

necessary for relevant and reproducible experimental results. As demonstrated recently

by Poelzing and colleagues, even small differences in the perfusate cation composition

can modulate macroscopic electrophysiological changes in genetically modified mice

[GSL+15, GP16, GBZ+16]. The most commonly used contemporary perfusates are
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Krebs-Henseleit buffer and Tyrode’s solution. Solutions recipes are frequently modified

based on animal specifies or experimenter preference, but each is composed of essential

electrolytes (e.g., Na+, K+, Ca2+, Cl–, and Mg2+), metabolic substrate (typically

D-glucose), and a buffering agent (e.g., bicarbonate or HEPES). Solutions should be

prepared with ultra-pure water to prevent impurities and filtered at 0.2 µm to remove

bacteria. Although it presents a practical challenge, solutions should be warmed and

aerated with the proper gas before the pH is tested and adjusted.

Proper electrolyte balance is necessary to provide accurate extracellular ionic

concentrations for cardiomyocytes. Typical extracellular potassium values are between

5-6 mM, but the concentration concentration can increase substantially during ischemia

[Klé83]. High extracellular potassium can be useful in cardioplegic solutions to inhibit

depolarization or perfusion solutions to suppress spontaneous arrhythmias. However,

hyperkalemic solutions alter conduction velocity in a biphasic manner with a small

increase in [K+]o (up to 8mM) increasing conduction velocity but further increases to

[K+]o decreasing conduction velocity [NG00]. Typical extracellular sodium values are

between 140-150 mM. Decreasing extracellular sodium is known to decrease excitability

and reduce conduction velocity [BDE75, YMA+01]. CaAlthough it presents a practical

challenge, solutions should be warmed and aerated with the proper gas before the

pH is tested and adjusted. concentration is particularly important for studies where

calcium dysregulation is expected to be arrhythmogenic. Krebs-Henseleit solution was

originally composed with 2.4 mM Ca2+ as this is the concentration in whole blood.

However, Krebs & Henseleit did not consider that much of the Ca2+ is bound to

proteins, and free Ca2+ levels are lower. A calcium concentration of 1.2-1.8 mM is

more typical of contemporary perfusate recipes. Physiological extracellular calcium
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concentration for a mouse is on the lower end of that range (1.35 mM) [SSBH03].

EDTA is occasionally added to chelate heavy metals. This will buffer free calcium

and must be compensated for when determining the free Ca2+ concentration.

D-Glucose (Dextrose) is the most common metabolic substrate in perfusate

solutions. However, as Bell et al. point out, glucose is not the preferred metabolic

substrate for normoxic myocardium [BMY11]. Fatty acid oxidation is responsible for

over 60% of ATP production in human and mouse myocardium [LUF+10]. Belke et

al. demonstrated that ex-vivo mouse hearts prefer free fatty acids and will derive over

90% of ATP from them if modestly supraphysiological concentrations are included in

the perfusate (1.2mM palmitate in perfusate vs. 0.7 mM in mouse plasma)[BLLS99].

However, free fatty acids are poorly suited for aerated solutions due to the tendency

to froth. Therefore, glucose is commonly the only metabolic substate as ex-vivo hearts

can readily metabolize glucose through glucose oxidation and glycolysis [LUF+10].

Most perfusate recipes include glucose at very high concentrations (11.1 mM compared

to 5-6 mM in healthy mouse plasma) which are close to the concentration in mouse

models of type II diabetes [BMY11]. The use of glucose as the primary metabolic

substrate may not be prudent in models of diabetes, mice with genetically altered

metabolic proteins or when metabolism is of particular interest.

Well regulated perfusate pH is essential to maintaining viable and properly

functioning myocardium. Perfusion solutions achieve a balanced, physiological pH

(7.4) using either bicarbonate, which mimics the innate pH homeostasis mechanism, or

organic buffers (i.e., HEPES). Classically, Krebs solutions are bicarbonate buffered and

Tyrode’s solutions are HEPES buffered. HEPES buffered solutions maintain superior

buffering capacity and efficiency at low temperatures (5°C) compared to bicarbonate
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buffered solutions and may be better suited for cold cardioplegic solutions [BT02].

Although rarely considered, the choice of buffering agent may impact electrophysiology.

Fülöp et al. demonstrated increased action potential duration and decreased calcium

transient amplitude with HEPES buffered compared to bicarbonate buffered solution

in isolated guinea-pig hearts and canine Purkinje fibers [FSM+03].

Asanguineous solutions have low oxygen carrying capacity due to their lack of

hemoglobin. Bicarbonate buffered perfusates must be aerated with carbogen (95%

oxygen/5% carbon dioxide) whereas HEPES buffered solutions are aerated with 100%

oxygen. Aerating with 95% oxygen results in PO2 of >500mmHg, and compensates

for the low oxygen carrying capacity of the electrolyte solutions [LPL12].

The use of a crystalloid perfusion solutions rather than whole blood has impor-

tant physiological effects that should be considered when planning and interpreting

experiments. First, asanguineous solutions result in supra-physiological coronary flow

rates. Qiu et al. [QH92] demonstrated coronary flow rates over five times greater in

crystalloid-perfused compared to blood-perfused isolated rabbit hearts. Thus, the

hearts should be considered maximally vasodilated. Second, The lack of serum albumin

results in low colloid osmotic pressure. This causes progressive tissue edema that may

degrade experiment quality over time.

Temperature

Maintaining a constant physiological temperature of 37°C is essential for a

viable experimental preparation. The importance of temperature on heart rate and

cardiac function is so fundamental that it was the topic of Langendorff’s original paper

(this is apparent even without translating it from his native German) [Lan95]. The high
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surface area per volume in the mouse heart makes it particularly sensitive to ambient

temperature. Sutherland et al. demonstrated that heart rate and developed LV

pressure drop precipitously above and below 37°C in the mouse heart [SSBH03]. This

is avoided by warming the perfusion solution in jacketed glassware and by submerging

the heart in warmed perfusate. Difficulties arise when the perfusate reservoir and

the hear perfusion chamber are far apart as is common in passive constant pressure

set-ups). The warmed perfusate must travel through almost a meter of tubing before

perfusing the heart. If the tubing isn’t jacketed or insulated, the perfusate will cool

by the time it reaches the heart. Compensating for this by increasing the reservoir

temperature will likely over heat the heart perfusion chamber. Additionally, changes

in perfusion flow rate will alter the temperature. To avoid this, the tubing should be

as short as possible and insulated when possible. The most most reliable experimental

set-up will have a temperature control system to actively regulate the temperature

throughout an experiment.

Electrical Stimulation

Langendorff perfused hearts spontaneously beat, but many experiments require

electrical stimulation of the heart. This includes arrhythmia protocols (e.g., S1-S2

or rapid pacing), anterior LV pacing for conduction velocity measurements, effective

refractory period protocols, or pacing at a physiological rate for a more controlled

experiment (necessary for APD measurements). Noble metals (e.g., platinum or

stainless steel) are preferred over more common AgCl electrodes due to the minimal

chemical reactions at their electrode-electrolyte interface [Web09]. Although unipolar

stimulation pulses are common, bipolar pulses should be considered when extensive
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stimulation is required to minimize electrode erosion. As a practical consideration, it

is important that the stimulating and ground electrode be of the same metal and that

no solder or joint are exposed to the perfusion bath.

Other Considerations

Rapid excision and cannulation of the heart is essential to obtaining a viable

Langendorff preparation. After excision the heart is commonly submerged in a

cold cardioplegic solution (low Ca2+ and high K+) to suppress spontaneous beating.

Sutherland et al. [SSBH03] demonstrated that the cold transfer solutions has little or

no effect on heart rate or developed pressure, but they still advocated for regular use

of a cold transfer solution.

Finally, Langendorff heart preparations are subject to error and as such,

exclusion criteria should be defined prior to experiments. Surgical time, flow rate,

and heart rate should all be within normal parameters for reliable and reproducible

experiments. The time from heart excision to clearing of the coronaries should be

under 5 minutes and ideally closer to 2 minutes. Acceptable coronary flow rates are

typically considered >1 mL/min and <5 mL/min. Due to adrenergic stimulus and

anesthesia effects during the excision, the heart rate should be allowed to equilibrate

for 10-15 minutes. Acceptable heart rates are generally above 300 bpm.

6.2 Optical Mapping of Cardiac Action Potentials

The first successful optical mapping of transmembrane potential was published

in 1973 using a merocyanine dye to image the action potential in a giant squid axon

[DSCW73], and within three years Salaman and Morad used Merocyanine 540 to
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optically map action potentials in bullfrog hearts [SM76]. Since those initial studies,

technological advances have propelled optical mapping to become one of the most useful

experimental techniques in cardiac research for understanding the coupling between

excitation and [ENS04, HLJ12]. Cardiac optical mapping enables the measurement of

tissue properties such as total activation time, conduction velocity, and tissue space

constant. It also allows the visualization and localization of abnormal electrical activity

to better understand arrhythmia initiation, maintenance, and termination. The use of

optical mapping in mice has been particularly important due to the malleability of

the murine genome.

Potentiometric dyes

Potentiometric dyes are the foundation of optical mapping. These fluorescent

molecules embed themselves in the myocyte membrane and their spectral properties

are altered by the transmembrane potential. Contemporary dyes exhibit a left shift

in their emission spectra that is linearly proportional to the change in membrane

potential. The most commonly used dyes are the styrl dyes developed by Leslie Loew

and colleagues including di-4-ANEPPS and di-8-ANEPPS [FBL85, LCD+92, GBL94].

The di-4-ANEPPS dye is common for whole heart preparations, but di-8-ANEPPS is

more common in cells and monolayers due to reduced phytotoxicity [RS94]. Another

common dye is RH237 which was developed by Grinvald and Hildesheim [GHFA82].

RH237 is frequently used in multiparametric experiments as its shares an excitation

peak of 540 nm with the intracellular Ca2+ dye Rhod-2, but the two dyes have distinct

emission peaks[CS00]. RH237 may also be preferable in isolated atrial preparations as

di-4-ANEPPS has been shown to alter SA nodal cycle length [GFA+10]
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Illumination source and light path

Light emitting diodes (LEDs) have emerged as the preferred light source for

most tissue scale optical mapping applications. Their low cost and ease of use allowed

them to quickly overtake xenon and halogen lamps. The specificity of LED emission

wavelength can eliminate the need for an excitation filter in some configurations, and

the ability of micro-controllers to rapidly switch between different wavelengths makes

ratiometric and multiparametric experiments much easier[BGS+11].

Light from the LED passes typically passes through an excitation filter and is

reflected off a dichroic mirror. Dichroic mirrors have unique optical properties that

allow them to reflect light with a wavelength below a given threshold while longer

wavelength light passes through. A dichroic mirror is not needed with certain experi-

mental configurations if the heart is directly illuminated. After the light illuminates

the heart, the potentiometric dye emits photons at a longer wavelength. This emitted

light passes back through the dichroic mirror to the emission filter. A high quality

emission filter that closely matches the emission spectra peak for a chosen dye is

essential to obtaining high quality data with a low signal-to-noise ratio.

Uncouplers

Motion artifact is an inherent complication during optical mapping due to the

contractile nature of the heart. However, if the total activation time is less that the

electro-mechanical delay, the motion can generally be ignored and reliable activation

maps can be obtained. Any measurements involving repolarization (e.g., APD or

dispersion of repolarization) are require an excitation-contraction uncoupler. Early

inhibitors of muscle contraction for optical mapping had pronounced side effects.
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Cytochalasin-D, which inhibits actin filament polymerization, reduced conduction

velocity, prolonged APD, and altered Ca2+ handling [BWC+04]. 2,3 butanedione

monoxime, which is a noncompetitive inhibitor of myosin II, also altered action

potential duration and conduciton delay [KWC+04].

Blebbistatin has emerged as the preferred excitation-contraction uncoupler

thanks to its reduced electrophysiological side effects. Blebbistatin functions by inhibit-

ing myosin-II ATPase [FTM+08], and only the levo-rotary (−) form of blebbistatin

is active [EMM+07]. A typical concentration for blebbistatin for optical mapping

applications is 10 µM. To avoid the development of crystalline precipitate in the

coronary vasculature, the perfusate solution should be warmed above physiological

temperature (∼45°C) before adding the blebbistatin. Some investigators still caution

that blebbistatin causes important changes to the native electrophysiology [BNWN13]
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